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ABSTRACT 

 This dissertation describes the characterization of magnetic sandwich-type transition 

metal substituted polyoxotungstates and large Fe3+ containing clusters with large total spins.  A 

series of isostructural copper trimer polyanions, [Cu3(H2O)3(α-XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = AsIII, 

SeIII; n = 10, X = SeIV, TeIV), have been investigated to specifically understand the role of the 

diamagnetic hetero atom, which has a lone pair of electrons projecting into the magnetic plane, 

on the overall magnetic properties.  We have discovered that the magnetic parameters can be 

tuned by controlling the hetero atom which is incorporated into the polyanion, though the 

magnitude of change is small.  Further, we have sought to understand the spin-frustration of 

(Cu2+) in general and we have made comparison to the copper tetramer, [Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-

AsW9O33)2]
8-.  The (Cu2+)4 polyanion is again spin-frustrated, however, addition of the fourth 

unpaired electron into the magnetic system changes the spin arrangements.  Both 

antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchange couplings are observed and the ground state spin 

is determined to be S = 1.  We also explored replacement of the transition metal substituted into 

the core of the polyanion “sandwich”.  Six Fe3+ ions are incorporated into [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11- forming a Keggin dimer each containing three Fe3+ centers.  High freqeuncy 

EPR experiments indicate a diamagnetic ground state spin though a broad paramagnetic 

transition is observed at higher temperature originating from an excited state.  The second foci of 

this dissertation concerns the nature of anisotropy within large Fe3+-containing clusters with high 

spin ground states.  An assumption has been made that the electron Zeeman parameter, the g 

tensor, is isotropic and equal to 2.00 for such species.  We have investigated a series of similar 

complexes with very large ground state spins and nominal D,E, and higher order anisotropy.  

Employment of a variable frequency EPR approach has revealed considerable Zeeman 

anisotropy in these complexes such that the assumption that g = 2.00 must be reexamined for 

other such Fe3+-containing species. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1.  Introduction 

 

The primary focus of this dissertation is to detail our electron paramagnetic 

resonance (EPR) spectroscopic and magnetic characterization of several new magnetic 

materials.  The content contains the significant results from two related projects: one 

investigating the spin environment of magnetic polyoxometalates (POM), and the second 

examining the origin of magnetic (Zeeman) anisotropy within a series of large Fe(III) 

clusters.  We start with a series of four copper(II) substituted, lone pair containing 

polyoxotungstates (Figure 1.1), which have the general formula [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = AsIII, SeIII; n = 10, X = SeIV, TeIV), synthesized by Kortz and 

coworkers [1].  This class of magnetic sandwich-type polyoxometalates, encapsulating 

transition metal ions within two Keggin-type [2] polyhedral cap structures (Figure 1.2), 

provides a model system to understand the nature of the spin environment in an 

equilateral triangle of antiferromagnetic exchange-coupled Cu2+ centers.  This topic is of 

contemporary interest in many areas of materials science, from single molecule magnets 

[3] to conductive materials involving a triangle of unpaired electron spins, the so-called 

spin-frustrated triangle [4].  All these above mentioned have been investigated here via 

magnetic susceptibility and variable frequency, high field/frequency EPR spectroscopy.  

We undertook this research to understand the spin-frustrated environment specifically 

and to gain insight into the effect of the diamagnetic structure surrounding the 

paramagnetic moiety.  Further, Kortz et al. [5]  
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Figure 1.1.  Polyhedral diagram of [Cu3(H2O)3(α-XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = As, Sb; n = 

10, X = Se, Te). Cu (aqua), Na (yellow), As (green), H2O (red), W (red polyhedra in (a) 
and black in (b)). 
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Figure 1.2.  Polyhedral representation of a typical Keggin structure first reported by 
Keggin in 1933 [2]. 
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Figure 1.3.  Ball and stick representation of the central belt in (a) [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = As, Sb; n = 10, X = Se, Te) and (b) [Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-

AsW9O33)2]
8-.  The balls represent copper (aqua), sodium (yellow), potassium (orange) 

and water molecules (red). 
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have successfully synthesized the analogous Cu4 system (Figure 1.3) by replacing the Na 

counter ion with K.  X-ray diffraction studies showed that in this case a fourth Cu2+ ion is 

incorporated into the magnetic framework [5], in contrast to only three Cu2+ in the case of 

Na+.  The complexity of the magnetic rhombohedron formed by the K2Cu4 unit is far 

greater than the above mentioned spin-frustrated triangle while adding only one 

additional unpaired electron.  Our magnetic studies of the Cu4 polyanion have enabled 

measurement of the exchange couplings and total spin state energy landscape.  In order to 

determine the effect of replacing the transition metal ion that is present within the 

polyhedral caps, we have investigated the hexanuclear polyanion, [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11-, again synthesized by Kortz et al. [6] (Figure 1.4)  Finally, in an 

attempt to better understand the magnetic properties of large Fe(III) containing structures, 

variable freqeuncy EPR measurements have been conducted on a series of 

tetradecametallic Fe(III) clusters synthesized in the laboratory of Dr. Euan Brechin at the 

University of Manchester [7], [Fe14X6O6(OMe)18Y6] (Y = Cl, X = Bta, Me2Bta; Y = N3, 

X = Bta; Bta = benzotriazole, C6H5N3), abbreviated generally [Fe14] (Figures 1.5 and 

1.6).  These clusters have a very large ground spin (S) state, up to S = 25.  Nominal 

second-order (D) anisotropy makes these systems good models for addressing a standing 

controversy regarding the nature and magnitude of the Zeeman term in the spin-

Hamiltonian of Fe(III) containing compounds.  This is of contemporary interest from the 

viewpoint of single molecule magnetism, the most well-studied of which is Fe8Br8 [8].  

While the series of [Fe14] clusters studied here do not display single molecule magnet 

(SMM) behavior, observation of anisotropy in the Zeeman term of the corresponding 

spin-Hamiltonian provides new information with respect to assumptions made in the 

analysis of the spectroscopic behavior of these compounds.  An elongated ferric 

tetrahedron, Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5, hereafter [Fe5] [9], has a similar iron 

bonding environment yet a smaller S = 15/2 spin (Figure 1.8).  This has also been studied 

in detail.   

The main impetus for undertaking the present studies of polyoxometalates 

(POMs) arose from the fact that, while the existence of POMs has been known for almost 

200 years, the first structural details were only revealed a few decades ago [2,10,11].  
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Figure 1.4.  Polyhedral representations of [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11-. The color 

code is as follows: iron (green), tungsten (black), germanium (blue) and oxygen (red). 
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Figure 1.5.  Structure of [Fe14Bta6O6(OMe)18Cl6], abbreviated [Fe14] [7], in which two 
Fe3+ ions (center of wheel) are antiparallel to the other twelve yielding an S = 25 ground 
state spin. 
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Figure 1.6.  Structure of [Fe14Bta6O6(OMe)18(N3)6], in which two Fe3+ ions (center of 
wheel) are antiparallel to the other twelve ferric ions yielding an S = 25 ground state spin 
similar to the other [Fe14] species studied in this dissertation. 
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Figure 1.7.  Structure of Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5 [9], which has a ground 
state S = 15/2 spin. 
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Meanwhile it has been widely recognized that this class of metal-oxygen cluster species 

are potentially useful in many areas of research due to the ability to incorporate 

seemingly any element in the periodic table into the structural framework, thereby 

yielding a unique variety of structures and properties including catalysis, materials 

science and medicine [12-17].  Polyoxoanions are formed by the early transition metals 

of groups V and VI in their highest oxidation states (e.g. V5+, W6+) by condensation 

reactions in aqueous, acidic medium.  The mechanism of formation of polyoxometalates 

is difficult to understand, because even very large and complex structures (e.g., 

[As12Ce16(H2O)36W148O524]
76- ) can be synthesized in one-pot reactions by interaction of 

the composing elements without the need for any polyoxoanion precursor species [18]. 

Therefore the discovery of novel polyoxoanions with completely unexpected structures 

and properties is not uncommon. In polyoxoanion chemistry it is usually not possible to 

design a multi-step synthetic sequence with its associated conditions, unlike in organic 

chemistry. As a result the rational synthesis of polyoxometalates remains a challenge.  On 

the other hand, heteropoly acids, such as -SiW10{Fe3+(OH2)2O38}
6- [19], have been 

engineered as catalysts for numerous organic reactions from epoxidations to hydrolysis of 

olefins.  They have been shown to increase the catalytic efficiency while reducing 

unwanted side reactions [14].  Further, POMs have potential as relatively inexpensive, 

site-specific pharmaceuticals [14,20,21].  They have been shown to enhance antibiotic 

effectiveness when used in combination with -lactum antibiotics in cases where the 

bacterial strain had been previously resistant [22]. 

In recent years, reports have appeared on the introduction of first row transition 

metal paramagnetic ions into a variety of molecular frameworks [14], suggesting the 

potential to generate a plethora of magnetic properties which could possibly be tailored.  

When paramagnetic monomers interact within these structural frameworks, a very 

complex energy level landscape may be observed.  As the number of paramagnetic ions 

(spins) increases, a mesoscopic regime is reached where the properties are no longer 

governed exclusively by quantum mechanics.  This is of high theoretical interest, and 

significant synthetic and experimental strides have recently been made in characterizing 

the threshold of these nanoscale magnets.  Again, POMs appear to be good model 
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systems because of the size of the molecular unit, and therefore, the magnetic properties 

might be controllable.   

The class of As(III) containing polyoxotungstates, in which the copper(II) trimer 

and tetramer discussed in this dissertation are included, has been known since the late 

1880’s [23-25].  The presence of a lone pair of electrons on the hetero atom (e.g. AsIII, or 

SbIII, SeIV, TeIV in compounds discussed in Chapter 2) does not allow the closed Keggin 

unit to form, and therefore, many structures could not be easily predicted. However, by 

using single-crystal X-ray diffraction, the geometries of some tungstoarsenate(III) species 

have been revealed. It is useful to distinguish non-substituted from transition metal-

substituted and rare earths-substituted (lanthanides and uranium) tungstoarsenates(III). 

The first sub-class is represented by [H2AsW18O60]
7-, [As2W21O69(H2O)]6-, 

[AsW8O30AsOH]7-, [As4W20O72(H2O)2]
12-, [As2W19O67(H2O)]14- and 

[As6W65O217(H2O)7]
26- [26-30].  The second sub-class is represented by 

[NH4As4W40O140Co2(H2O)2]
23-, [As2W18Cu3O66(H2O)2]

12-, [As2CoW20O68(OH2)2]
8-, 

[(Hg2)2WO(H2O)(AsW9O33)2]
10-, [{(C6H5Sn)2O}2H(AsW9O33)2]

9-, [M3(H2O)3(α-

AsW9O33)2]
12- (M = Cu2+, Zn2+), [WO(H2O)M2(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]

10- (M = Zn2+, Mn2+, 

Co2+), [M3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- (M = Mn2+, Co2+), [(VO)3(α-AsW9O33)2]

11- and 

[As2W19(H2O){Ni(H2O)}2O67]
10- [1,30-37]. The third sub-class is represented by 

As12Ln16(H2O)36W148O524]
76- (Ln = La, Ce), [As2Ln2(H2O)W29O103]

17- (Ln = La, Ce), 

[Ce4(H2O)4-4x(AsW9O33)4As(WO3)2+x(WO5)]
25- (x < 0.5), 

[(H2O)11LnIII(LnIII
2OH)(AsW9O33)4(WO2)4]

20- (Ln = Ce, Nd, Sm, Gd), 

[Mm(H2O)10(LnIII
2OH)2(AsW9O33)4(WO2)4]

(18-m)- (Ln = La, Ce, Gd and M = Ba, K), 

[(UO2)3(H2O)5As3W29O104]
19-, [(UO2)3(H2O)6As3W30O105]

15-, 

[(UO2)3(H2O)4As3W26O94]
17-, and [Na(UO2)3(OH)(H2O)6As4W40O140(WO)]18- [38-44]. 

Almost all transition metal-substituted tungstoarsenates(III) are dimeric and are of 

the sandwich-type. The first copper-containing derivative of this type was structurally 

characterized in 1982 by Hervé and coworkers [32]. Single-crystal X-ray analysis of the 

potassium salt of [Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- revealed a sandwich-type structure with 

three Cu2+ ions linking two [α-AsW9O33]
9- units. Surprisingly the three Cu2+ ions were 

not equivalent because of a difference in their coordination geometry. The authors 
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identified a glide of one AsW9 subunit with respect to the other which they explained to 

be a result of lone-pair/lone-pair repulsion of the two As(III) atoms.  

Recently Kortz et al. [1] determined the structure of the sodium salt of copper-containing 

tungstoarsenate(III), Na12[Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]·32H2O, and they did not observe the 

above distortion. The polyanion [Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- exhibited D3h symmetry 

indicating that all three copper centers were equivalent.  The present study was initiated 

to resolve some of this controversy by means of high frequency EPR spectroscopy and 

magnetic susceptibility techniques. 

In 1988, Siedle et al. [45,46] reported the powder X-band (~9 GHz) EPR 

properties of the sodium salt Na12[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2] and the mixed Na/K salt 

Na3.2K8.8[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2].  However these authors based the data interpretation 

on the polyoxoanion structure of the K salt of Hervé et al., not being aware of the 

significant structural differences of the Na and K salts described above. More recently 

(1995) Cho and So [47] reported that the powder EPR properties of the ‘Hervé structure’ 

were identical to those reported by Siedle et al. [45,46]  This would mean that the 

structural differences of the polyoxoanions in the K and Na salts have no effect on their 

EPR properties, which would normally be unexpected.  Indeed, our EPR results show that 

there are significant differences between the Na and K salts which are directly related to 

the structural differences. 

The majority of magnetic measurements of transition metal substituted polyanions 

have been reported by Coronado et al. [48-52].  In these studies, the substituted transition 

metal is varied and the magnetic properties are compared.  While this is an obvious 

approach since the unpaired electrons are primarily localized on the transition metal, 

Coronado et al. have not specifically reported on a systematic comparison of the 

magnetic properties of isostructural polyanions.  In this dissertation, the four (Cu2+)3 

analogs, [Cu3(H2O)3(α-XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = AsIII, SeIII; n = 10, X = SeIV, TeIV), have 

been investigated by magnetic susceptibility and HF-EPR spectroscopy to systematically 

determine, the effect of the hetero atom (AsIII, SeIII, SeIV, TeIV) on the overall magnetic 

parameters of the (Cu2+)3 moiety.  Both size, related to Cu-Cu distance, and charge 

dependence were observed, indicating ways to fine-tune the overall polyanion magnetic 

parameters, as recently reported [53]. 
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Figure 1.8.  Ball and stick representation of K6[V15As6O42(H2O)]�8H2O, abbreviated V15 
[54].  The blue plane defines the equilateral V4+ triangles which are spin-frustrated 
forming an S = 1/2 ground state. 
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Another significant aspect of our studies is the relevance to a class of materials known as 

Single Molecule Magnets (SMMs), which have the potential to become basic elements of 

memory storage at the molecular level [54].  In 1988, Müller and Döring [55] reported on 

the polyoxovanadate K6[V15As6O42(H2O)]�8H2O, which has fifteen vanadium(IV) ions, 

abbreviated as V15 (Figure 1.8).  Chiorescu et al. [56] found in 2000 that V15 displayed 

the essential behavior of a SMM, namely magnetic hysteresis on a single molecule level.  

This was peculiar since the ground state was determined to be a spin doublet, S = 1/2 

[57].  Further investigation revealed that though a large ground state spin and negative 

anisotropy were absent in V15, a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction causes a 

splitting of the doubly degenerate S = 1/2 ground state (~0.2 K) [58].  As a result, a 

magnetic hysteresis loop was observed due to a “phonon-bottleneck” effect.  This 

phenomenon results because there are not sufficient phonon modes in the lattice of 

equivalent energy to the separation of the MS = ± 1/2 spin states to allow for relaxation of 

spins within the experimental time frame below 1 K.  V15 is interesting with respect to the 

compounds studied in this dissertation (specifically in Chapter 3 and 4).  Due to the 

antiferromagnetic coupling of the fifteen V4+ ions a sandwich-type structure is formed at 

low temperature (Figure 1.9).  Essentially, twelve of the V4+ ions form two diamagnetic 

hexagons above and below an equilateral triangle of three spins.  These spins are 

frustrated such that an S = 1/2 ground state is observed.  The tricopper polyoxotungstate 

discussed in chapters 3 and 4 is of the same general type though it is not a SMM.  It is 

important to note here that strictly speaking, V15 is not a SMM in that it does not have a 

large ground state spin and energy barrier to hysteresis; however, it does exhibit the 

essential SMM behavior due to the phonon-bottleneck effect.  We have investigated in 

detail the spin landscape and magnetic properties of this spin-frustrated copper trimer as 

it compares to V15. 

SMMs have the defining characteristic that below a certain temperature known as 

the blocking temperature (TB), they exhibit magnetic hysteresis without intermolecular 

interactions [54,59,60].  The requirement for this behavior is a large ground state spin and 

a negative D value.  A barrier to relaxation of magnetization is present which gives 

SMMs potential as building blocks for novel molecular memory devices and quantum 

computations [61,62].  
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Figure 1.9.  Spin diagram of the single molecule magnet V15.  Twelve V4+ align in an 
antiparallel arrangement within the two polyoxovanadate caps leaving a spin frustrated 
triangle of V4+ ions with S = 1/2.  
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Figure 1.10.  Spin diagram of Fe8Br8.  An S = 10 ground state is observed.  Spins are 
labeled according to the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic exchange [67]. 
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Among Fe(III) containing SMMs, [(C6H15N3)6Fe8O2(OH)12]Br7(H2O)Br�8H2O, 

[8] hereafter abbreviated Fe8Br8, is the most well characterized compound [63-82] (the 

spin diagram is shown in Figure 1.10).  Fe8Br8 has a large ground state of 20 unpaired 

electrons [67-76].  The eight Fe3+ ions are all antiferromagnetically coupled such that the 

total spin of the system is highly spin-frustrated.  As a result, the spins of the six of the 

Fe3+ ions are parallel and two of them are antiparallel to the other six yielding a total spin 

S of 10
2

5
2

2

5
6 =×−×  ground state spin.  The magnetic characteristics of Fe8Br8 have 

been described by the spin-Hamiltonian [67-76,83-87]: 

Ĥ = µBH�g�S + DSz
2 + E(Sx

2 – Sy
2) + B4

0O4
0 + B4

2O4
2 + B4

4O4
4 + Ĥ  ’ (1.1) 

where the easy axis is defined as the z axis.  In equation 1.1, H is the external magnetic 

field, µB the Bohr Magneton, g the Landé factor, D the axial zero field splitting, E the 

rhombic anisotropy, and the B4
0O4

0 + B4
2O4

2 + B4
4O4

4 terms are of fourth order in spin.  

Ĥ ’ includes the nuclear Zeeman term, hyperfine contributions, and other higher order 

terms which are assumed to be of nominal magnitude within the large spin system [71-

76,83-87].  This spin-Hamiltonian is very complicated including many parameters.  Even 

with the vast experimental results, multiple sets of parameters have been found to fit the 

experimental data such that some assumptions have been made.  Zipse et al. [63] recently 

characterized the S = 9 excited state which has resolved some questions regarding the 

magnitude of the spin exchange couplings (J’s).  In general, the g tensor in the Zeeman 

term is considered to be isotropic and very close in magnitude to the free electron g value 

[72].  This assumption has been challenged by Hill et al. [71] in single crystal variable 

frequency EPR experiments.  They found that the gz component of the Zeeman term was 

larger than ge, being 2.035 ± 0.014.  Further, Goodwin et al. [88] observed an anisotropic 

high frequency EPR spectrum for the single molecule magnet, 

[Fe19(metheidi)10(OH)14(O)6(H2O)12]NO3�24H2O, which they attributed to higher order 

anisotropy.  Because of the magnitude of the total spin (S = 33/2) and D and E values, an 

isotropic g value was employed.  They note that the observed spectrum could also result 

from introduction of Zeeman anisotropy, but the authors favor the explanation based on 

an isotropic g ~ 2.00 and sizable D.  In order to examine the validity of the assumption, in 

this dissertation a series of large Fe(III) containing clusters have been investigated with 
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variable frequency EPR spectroscopy.  [Fe14X6O6(OMe)18Y6] (Y = Cl, X = Bta, Me2Bta; 

Y = N3, X = Bta; Bta = C6H5N3), while they do not exhibit SMM behavior, have similar 

bonding environments as Fe8Br8, but nominal second-order anisotropy was reported [7] 

such that the Zeeman term dominates all higher order terms.  We have also studied a 

novel complex of Fe3+ ions, a Fe3+-centered tetrahedron of Fe3+ ions with S = 15/2.  The 

use of multiple high frequencies in EPR experiments has afforded resolution of the 

anisotropy related to the Zeeman parameter.   

 

1.2.  Overview 

 

At the initiation of this research, in the Fall of 2001, the nature of frustration 

within a triangle of electron spins and the origin of anisotropy within large Fe(III) 

containing clusters [71] were major areas of interest.  Chapter 2 discusses the 

experimental details and synthesis of materials which have been characterized within this 

dissertation.  Chapter 3 presents the magnetic results of a series of spin-frustrated (Cu2+)3 

triangles, which differ in the hetero atom whose lone pair of electrons prevents the closed 

Keggin structure.  The effect of the hetero atom on the intrinsic magnetic properties of 

the copper trimer is studied in a systematic way which reveals both size and charge 

trends.  Chapter 4 presents a comparison of the properties of the spin-frustrated 

arsenic(III) containing (Cu2+)3 triangle to a distorted rhombohedron of four Cu2+ ions 

prepared in the same manner as the spin-frustrated triangle with the exception of the 

alkali cation used to balance the polyanion charge in the synthesis.  Insertion of a fourth 

Cu2+ ion into the magnetic plane provides an integer spin case, a Cu4-system.  Chapter 5 

describes the results of a hexanuclear iron(III) polyoxometalates, which has been 

determined to have a diamagnetic ground state with an interesting paramagnetic excited 

state landscape.  Chapter 6 and 7 discuss the high field EPR results of several types of 

large Fe(III) clusters, which have nominal second-order anisotropy.  This has afforded the 

opportunity to precisely measure the Zeeman anisotropy, by making use of variable 

frequency EPR spectroscopy available at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory.  

These chapters relate our results here to other single molecule magnets, which have been 
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investigated in the literature.  Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the main results and 

suggests some future directions in this fascinating field. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

CONTROLLING MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A SPIN-FRUSTRATED (Cu2+)3-

CONTAINING POLYANIONS―EFFECT OF DIAMAGNETIC HETERO ATOMS  

 
 
 
 
This chapter summarizes our magnetic susceptibility and high-frequency EPR 

spectroscopic investigations on the isostructural family of tri-copper(II) substituted, 

sandwich-type polyoxotungstates [Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3As), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

SbW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3Sb), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SeW9O33)2]

10– (Cu3Se), and [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

TeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Te).  We have examined the possible influence of the diamagnetic 

hetero atoms X (X = AsIII, SbIII, SeIV, TeIV) on the magnetic exchange properties of the 

three Cu2+ ions in the central belt. Magnetic susceptibility data indicate a single 

antiferromagnetic spin exchange constant J for the triangular (Cu2+)3 belts. Variable 

temperature, W-band (~94 GHz) EPR spectra reveal that the (Cu2+)3 units have ST = 1/2 

as the spin ground state with the excited state ST = 3/2 state located only a few Kelvin 

above. The g-tensor components were determined for both the ST = 1/2 and 3/2 states. 

The zero-field parameter D has been measured for the ST = 3/2 state, and its sign is 

shown to be positive for all four analogs. From analysis of the g-tensor components and 

geometrical conversion to the local Cu2+ site symmetry, the unpaired electrons are shown 

to occupy the  orbital. The J values decrease down the period (Cu22 yx
d

− 3As  Cu3Sb, 

and Cu3Se  Cu3Te). The g-values follow a similar trend, but the D-value for Cu3Te 

does not follow this trend, which implies a role of through-space as well as through-bond 

sources for the magnetic interactions in the Cu3 belt. It is deduced that the lone pair 
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containing hetero atoms allow fine-tuning of the magnetic parameters of these tricopper-

substituted polyanions [53].  

 

2.1.  Introduction 

 

Polyoxoanions constitute a rapidly growing class of molecular metal-oxygen 

clusters with an enormous diversity of structures [11,12].  These molecules also display a 

unique multitude of properties based on their highly alterable sizes, shapes, charge 

densities, and reversible redox potentials.  As a consequence, possible applications span a 

wide range of domains including catalysis, electrocatalysis, medicine, materials science, 

photochemistry, analytical chemistry and magnetochemistry [13-16].  

The synthesis of new classes of compounds with high electronic spin ground 

states, S, is a topic of high current interest in synthetic chemistry, fundamental theoretical 

understanding of quantum magnetic phenomenon and future nanotechnology 

[59,65,77,83,88-93].  Incorporation of multiple transition metal ions in lacunary 

polyoxoanion fragments can lead to species with various stoichiometries and structural 

features which exhibit interesting magnetic properties [5,94].  Polyoxoanions can be 

considered as intermediate in complexity between monomeric metal coordination 

complexes and high-spin multinuclear clusters that have received considerable attention 

[53,95-99].  Since in polyoxoanions the magnetic fragment is usually encapsulated by a 

diamagnetic tungsten-oxo cluster, they provide good structural supports for the study of 

the magnetic exchange interactions in clusters [53,100,101].  

Although a large number of polyoxoanions with different structures are known, 

there are relatively few isostructural polyoxoanion families that contain several, well 

characterized members.  Probably the best known examples are the tetra-metal 

substituted, sandwich-type polyoxotungstates of the Keggin type ([M4(H2O)2(B-α-

XW9O34)2], M = Mn2+, Fe3+, Co2+ etc., X = P, As, Si, Ge) and the Wells-Dawson 

analogues ([M4(H2O)2(B-α-X2W15O34)2], M = Mn2+, Fe3+, Co2+ etc., X = P, As) [95,103-

106].  Over the last decade or so the magnetic properties of transition-metal substituted 

polyanions have been investigated predominantly by Coronado et al. [107-111]  In these 

studies the properties of derivatives containing different transition metals (e.g. Cu2+ vs. 
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Mn2+) were investigated.  There is essentially no report on a systematic, comparative 

magnetic study of isostructural polyoxoanions involving the hetero atoms.  For this 

reason, we have undertaken the following magnetic and EPR studies on a series of 

(Cu2+)3 polyanions.  Kortz et al. [1] reported on the synthesis and structural 

characterization of four copper(II) substituted, lone pair containing polyoxotungstates 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3As), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SbW9O33)2]

12– (Cu3Sb), 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α-SeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Se), and [Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]

10– (Cu3Te). The 

(Cu2+)3 fragment represents the simplest example of a spin-frustrated system, provided (i) 

the exchange interaction is antiferromagnetic and (ii) the copper centers are symmetry 

related through a C3 axis.  The compounds studied here belong to this class. Although 

many compounds containing a (Cu2+)3 fragment have been reported, there is no system 

that allows fine-tuning the magnetic interactions in the (Cu2+)3 moiety [112-121].  The 

isostructural nature of these four polyanions allows correlation of the magnetic properties 

of these compounds with structural details. 

 

2.2.  Sample Preparation and Experimental Parameters 

 

Polyoxometalate synthesis is typically accomplished by combining the required 

starting materials together in an aqueous solution and allowing the contents to mix at or 

slightly above (0 – 80 0C) room temperature for a period of 1-2 hrs in basic pH [14].  

Formation of magnetic clusters is stoichiometric and involves self-assembly.  Filtration 

and slow evaporation yields single and poly crystalline product.  All of the 

polyoxometalate samples studied here were synthesized in the laboratory of Prof. Ulrich 

Kortz of the International University Bremen, Germany [1,5,6,95]. 

The precursor polyanion [α-AsW9O33]
9- used for the tricopper polyoxotungstates 

were synthesized according to the published procedure as was the SbIV containing 

polyhedral cap [23,122].  Lacunary caps involved in formation of sandwich-type trimers 

with SeIII and TeIII hetero atoms were synthesized from commercial precursors during 

synthesis of the final polyoxometalate product [1,5,6].   

Structural characterization of high quality single crystals of all materials was 

determined by X-ray diffraction.  A commercial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design 
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MPMS-XL) and X- and Q-band EPR spectrometer (Bruker Elexsys-500) were used for 

magnetic characterization.  High frequency EPR experiments were conducted on a locally 

developed spectrometer at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee 

[123-125]. 

 

2.2.1.  Na9[Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-AsW9O33)2]·26H2O (Cu3As)  

 

A typical synthesis [1] consisted of dissolving 1.2 g (6.8 mmol) sample of 

CuCl2�2H2O in 50 mL of H2O, and then, 10.0 g (4.1mmol) of Na9[α-AsW9O33]�19.5H2O 

was added. The solution is then refluxed for 1 h and filtered after it cooled (pH 6.2). Slow 

evaporation at room temperature led to large green crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. 

The potassium salt of the polyanion was isolated in high yield by precipitation of the 

above solution with solid KCl (15 g). This resulted in 10.1 g of greenish product, which 

was isolated and air-dried (yield 89%).   

 

2.2.2.  [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SbW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3Sb) 

  

As described in ref. 1, 1.0 g (5.8 mmol) sample of CuCl2�2H2O was dissolved in 

50 mL of H2O, and then, 10.0 g (3.5 mmol) of Na9[α-SbW9O33]�19.5H2O was added. The 

solution was refluxed for 1 h and filtered after it cooled (pH 6.2). Slow evaporation at 

room temperature led to large green crystals. The potassium salt of the polyanion can also 

be isolated in high yield by precipitation of the above solution with solid KCl (15 g). This 

resulted in 9.8 g of greenish product, which was isolated and air-dried (yield 97%). 

 

2.2.3.  [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Se) 

 

This procedure also follows that described in [1].  A 0.19 g (1.1 mmol) sample of 

CuCl2�2H2O was dissolved in 40 mL of a sodium acetate buffer (0.5 M, pH 4.8), and 

then, 0.074 g (0.67 mmol) of SeO2 and 1.98 g (6.0 mmol) of Na2WO4�2H2O were added. 

The solution was heated to 90 °C for 1 h and filtered after it cooled. Addition of solid 

CsCl (4 g) resulted in 2.0 g of a light-greenish precipitate, which was isolated and air-
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dried (yield 95%). Single-crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained as follows: 

KCl (10 g) was used for precipitation instead of CsCl, and the solid product was isolated 

and then redissolved in water. Slow evaporation of this solution at room temperature led 

to light-green crystals. 

 

2.2.4.  [Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Te) 

 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]
10– was synthesized according to Kortz et al. [1].  A 

0.19 g (1.1 mmol) sample of CuCl2�2H2O was dissolved in 40 mL of a sodium acetate 

buffer (0.5 M, pH 4.8), and then 0.25 g (0.67 mmol) of Te(NO3)4 and 1.98 g (6.0 mmol) 

of Na2WO4�2H2O were added. The solution was heated to 90 °C for 1 h and filtered after 

it cooled. Addition of solid CsCl (4 g) resulted in 0.6 g of a light-greenish precipitate, 

which was isolated and air-dried (yield 29%). Single-crystals suitable for X-ray 

diffraction were obtained as follows: a small amount of a dilute KCl solution was added 

to the above solution after it cooled. Slow evaporation at room temperature led to light-

green crystals.  

 

2.2.5.  High Frequency EPR 

  

High frequency EPR measurements were conducted in the Electron Magnetic 

Resonance Division of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory on two custom-

made spectrometers over a frequency range of 90 – 440 GHz.  92 – 97 GHz (AB 

Millimetre #ESA1-95-5) and 107 - 113 GHz (#ESA1-110-1) gun diodes provide tunable 

microwave energy for EPR experiments.  The source is phase locked and the frequency is 

monitored with a frequency counter (EIP Microwave, Inc. #EIP578B).  Very high 

frequencies are achieved by fitting the microwave source with the appropriate harmonic 

filter (Radiometer Physics GmbH).  This instrument has two possible configurations, 

transmission and quasi-optical.  Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the HFEPR setup.  

Continuous wave radiation passes through a corrugated horn which causes the 

propagating TE01 wave to be transformed into a linearly polarized HE11 mode.  This  
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Figure 2.1.  Block diagram of the High Frequency EPR Spectrometer at the National 
High Magnetic Field Laboratory. The microwave power is detected with the bolometer 
and “M” indicates mirrors. 
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mode has low losses through an oversized circular corrugated waveguide which has a 

diameter of ~2 cm for 100 – 300 GHz.  The 2 m probe is constructed with two corrugated 

waveguides in parallel with a modulation coil at the bottom of one tube.  The sample is 

placed within the tube here.  As radiation passes through the sample, it is reflected by two 

45o mirrors through the second waveguide to an InSb hot-electron Bolometer detector 

(QMC Instruments Ltd. #QFI/3BI).  The bolometer has a wide useful detection frequency 

range of 50 – 1200 GHz, making it ideal for multi-frequency experiments.  These systems 

have been described earlier [123,124].  EPR simulations were carried out on the Bruker 

XSophe EPR simulation program which performs a full matrix diagonalization of the 

appropriate spin-Hamiltonian with experimentally observed parameters.  This software 

includes a Boltzmann term such that temperature dependant behavior may be evaluated. 

 

2.3.  Synthetic and Structural Differences 

 

The copper(II) substituted, lone pair containing polyoxotungstates [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

AsW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3As), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SbW9O33)2]

12– (Cu3Sb), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

SeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Se), and [Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]

10– (Cu3Te) consist of two (α-

XW9O33) units joined by three equivalent Cu2+ ions (see Figure 2.2).  All copper ions 

have one terminal water molecule resulting in square-pyramidal coordination geometry.  

Therefore these polyanions have idealized D3h symmetry.  The space in between the three 

transition metal ions is occupied by three sodium ions (X = AsIII, SbIII) or potassium ions 

(X = SeIV, TeIV) leading to a central belt of six metal atoms alternating in position.  

 

 

Table 2.1. Cu···Cu and hetero atom (X···X) separations in the four tricopper 
polyanions (reproduced from [1]). 

 
Polyanion Cu···Cu (Å) X···X (Å) 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α–AsW9O33)2]
12- (Cu3As) 4.69 5.34 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α–SbW9O33)2]
12- (Cu3Sb) 4.84 4.85 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α–SeW9O33)2]
10- (Cu3Se) 4.84 5.38 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α–TeW9O33)2]
10- (Cu3Te) 4.87 4.95 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 2.2. (a) Polyhedral diagram of [Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3As). This figure 

is also representative for [Cu3(H2O)3(α-SbW9O33)2]
12– (Cu3Sb), [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

SeW9O33)2]
10– (Cu3Se), and [Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]

10– (Cu3Te); (b) Representation of 
the central belt in Cu3As. Cu (aqua), Na (yellow), As (green), H2O (red), W (red 
polyhedra in (a) and black in (b)). 
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We believe that the three alkali cations in the central belt of all four polyanions do not 

play an important role in the magnetic exchange interaction of the three Cu2+ centers.  

Therefore we did not include them in the following discussion.  The separations of the 

three copper and the two hetero atoms in polyanions Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se, and Cu3Te 

are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

2.4.  Magnetic Susceptibility Results 

 

Figure 2.3 shows a plot of χmT vs T for compound Cu3Te.  This type of behavior 

indicates the presence of antiferromagnetic exchange interactions between the Cu2+ ions. 

The behavior of compounds Cu3As, Cu3Sb, and Cu3Se is very similar. The solid state 

structures of all four polyanions indicated that two of the three copper centers are 

crystallographically inequivalent, but nevertheless all three are oriented in a very regular 

triangular fashion [1].  Therefore we used the equilateral triangle model in order to 

explain the observed magnetic properties of Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se, and Cu3Te. The 

Heisenberg spin exchange Hamiltonian corresponding to this model is given in Eq (2.1) 

[120,121,126].  

Ĥ = –2J [Ŝ1·Ŝ2 + Ŝ2·Ŝ3 + Ŝ3·Ŝ1]        (2.1)  

where J is the spin exchange coupling constant, and Ŝi (i = 1, 2, 3) is the spin operator of 

i
th ion. The eigenvalues associated with the Hamiltonian in eq (2.1) can be given as: 

[120,121,126] 

E(ST, S1, S2, S3) = –J [ST(ST+1) – S1(S1+1) – S2(S2+1) – S3(S3+1)]   (2.2) 

where ST is the total spin and Si (i = 1, 2, 3) is the spin of each ion. Since, for each Cu2+ 

ion S1 = S2 = S3 = 1/2, ST can take values 1/2 ( ), 1/2 ( ) or 3/2 ( ). The ST = 1/2 

state is thus doubly degenerate, with an energy –3J/2, while ST = 3/2 state has an energy 

of 3J/2. Substitution of these values into the standard Van Vleck equation [129] yields 

the expression for the molar magnetic susceptibility as:  
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Figure 2.3. χmT vs T plot of K9Na[Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]·16H2O (Cu3Te) at H = 1000 
G. The solid line represents the theoretical curve (see text). 
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Here N is the Avogadro number, g the Landé g-factor, β the electronic Bohr magneton, k 

the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature in Kelvin. 

The experimental χmT data for Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se and Cu3Te have been fitted 

to Eq (2.3) by treating g and J as adjustable parameters. The agreement between the 

theoretical curve and the measured data is quite satisfactory. The best least-squares fit 

parameters are given in Table 2.2. The negative sign of J indicates the presence of 

antiferromagnetic intra-trimer interactions and hence, doubly degenerate ST = 1/2 is the 

ground spin state in all four compounds. The g values are consistent with the giso values 

obtained directly from the EPR measurements (vide infra).  

 As indicated above, two of the three copper centers in all four trimers are 

crystallographically inequivalent, which inevitably results in two different Cu···Cu 

separations.      

Although these differences are very small (<0.04 Å), we attempted to fit the 

experimental data also to an isosceles triangle model (cf. eq (2.4)) [127], 
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where J1 and J2 represent the two kinds of exchange interactions. Due to the similar 

magnetic environment, however, we could not improve the fits by using the two spin 

exchange constants J1 and J2.  

 

Table 2.2. Magnetic parameters for the four tricopper polyanions obtained from EPR and 
magnetic susceptibility measurements. The error in the g-values is ± 0.005 and the error 

in J is ± 0.01. 
 
 

 EPR Susceptibility 
 ST = 1/2 ST = 3/2   

Polyanion g|| g⊥ giso g|| g⊥ giso D(cm-1) J(cm-1) giso

Cu3As
 a 2.117 2.254 2.208 2.060 2.243 2.182 0.0230 -1.36 2.209 

Cu3Sb 2.128 2.257 2.219 2.061 2.231 2.175 0.0225 -1.04 2.223 
Cu3Se 2.120 2.263 2.216 2.064 2.243 2.183 0.0219 -1.52 2.212 
Cu3Te 2.127 2.288 2.234 2.065 2.239 2.181 0.0240 -1.48 2.226 
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 In all four polyanions, the Cu 3  orbital, which contain the unpaired 

electrons, are directed along the Cu-O

22 yx
d

−

eq vectors. Therefore, spin exchange coupling takes 

place via an indirect pathway involving two tungsten and three oxygen atoms of each 

XW9O33 (X = AsIII, SbIII, SeIV, TeIV) fragment. Hence, we expected weak spin exchange 

interactions between the Cu2+ ions. The small magnitude of the observed J values (~1 cm-

1) supports this model (see Table 2.2).  

 

 2.5.  EPR Spectroscopy 

 

 Polycrystalline powder samples of Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se and Cu3Te show 

similar EPR spectra with a quartet excited spin state at slightly higher energy than the ST 

= 1/2 spin ground state (see Figure 2.4a). The observed EPR spectra were analyzed using 

the spin Hamiltonian in Eq (2.5). 

 Ĥ = ST·D·ST + H·g·ST + I·A·ST      (2.5) 

where ST is the total spin operator, D is the zero-field splitting parameter, and g, β, H 

have their usual meaning.  The third term represents the electron-nuclear hyperfine 

interaction.  The possible spin states correspond to a total spin ST = 3/2 or 1/2 expected 

for a frustrated triangle of spin one halves. Here we neglect the hyperfine structure due to 

the 63,65Cu nuclei, since it is exchange-averaged. Also, we do not consider J here because 

its effect is not detected by standard EPR measurements, except through the detection of 

separate spectra from the ground and thermally accessible excited states. The small 

magnitude of exchange determined by magnetic susceptibility is not large enough to see 

intensity changes between different spin states [121]. Assuming axial symmetry, and the 

high-field limit (gβH >> |D|, as is the case here), the solution of Eq (2.5) is 

straightforward [87]. The line centers will be given by the g factor, and each line will be 

split into 2ST components.  The fine structure splitting varies essentially as  

)1cos3( 2 −θD              (2.6) 

where θ is the angle between the applied field direction and the axis of symmetry. Thus, 

for an ST = 3/2 spin state, the powder pattern in the limit gβB >> |D| should consist of a 

triplet around the principal g components. The triplet separation around the g|| peak is  
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Figure 2.4. (a) Energy level diagram and the expected EPR transitions. (b) Experimental 
and simulated W-band (ν = 93.494 GHz) powder EPR spectra of K9Na[Cu3(H2O)3(α-
TeW9O33)2]·16H2O (Cu3Te) at 4 K. 
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Figure 2.5. Experimental and simulated W-band (ν = 93.494 GHz) powder EPR spectra 
of K9Na[Cu3(H2O)3(α-TeW9O33)2]·16H2O (Cu3Te) at 295 K. 
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2|D| while the separation of perpendicular transitions around the g⊥ peak is |D|, assuming 

the principal directions of g and D are coincident. 

 Figure 2.4a shows the energy level diagram and the expected magnetic dipole, 

∆MST = ±1, transitions, labeled 1  4. Figure 2.4b shows the 4 K experimental W-band 

EPR spectrum of the tellurium analog (Cu3Te) with the best fit simulation. The 

experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters used in this simulation and those obtained for 

compounds Cu3As, Cu3Sb, and Cu3Se are summarized in Table 2.2. Figure 2.5 shows 

the measured room temperature and 4 K W-band EPR spectra for Cu3Te. In the room 

temperature spectrum, only the quartet fine structure transitions are observed for the 

quartet excited spin state. At 4 K, a fourth parallel peak centered at g = 2.117 was 

observed. The higher intensity of the lowest field line suggests that the perpendicular 

component of the ST = 1/2 state is superimposed. This observation lends credence to a 

lower energy spin state being present. The ground spin state for the (Cu2+)3 triangle is 

therefore the doublet ST = 1/2 state. Further analysis of the signal intensity with respect to 

temperature reveals the sign of the zero field splitting. At lowest temperature, only the 

lowest energy states are thermally populated. Hence, at 4 K, the fine structure line 

intensity shifts into the outermost parallel and perpendicular lines, indicating a positive 

sign for the D value. The MST = ± 1/2 states are therefore of lower energy. Compounds 

Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se have analogous EPR spectra and show a ST = 1/2 ground spin 

state; however, the magnetic parameters vary slightly. It should be noted that in all cases 

the quartet state transitions are still observed at 4 K because the strength of spin exchange 

interaction between states is small (~ 4 cm-1). 

 The geometrical arrangement of the CuO5 groups in the polyanions is such that 

their perpendicular directions correspond to the C3 axis of the heteropolyanion, while the 

parallel direction of each CuO5 unit is perpendicular to a molecular C3 axis.  The square 

pyramidal geometry of each CuO5 unit has C4v site symmetry. Since, the axial Cu-Ow in 

each unit is longer than the four equatorial Cu-O [1], the 3  orbital is stabilized with 

respect to 3  such that the unpaired electron resides in the 3  orbital.  Siedle et 

al. have shown that the observed EPR g-matrix parameters can be transformed with 

respect to the g-matrix of the individual copper centers [128].  If g(m) represents the g  
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−
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Figure 2.6. Dependence of the magnetic coupling constant J on the Cu···Cu separations 
in Na12[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]·32H2O (Cu3As), Na12[Cu3(H2O)3(α-SbW9O33)2]·46H2O 
(Cu3Sb), K9Na[Cu3(H2O)3(α-SeW9O33)2]·16H2O (Cu3Se) and K9Na[Cu3(H2O)3(α-
TeW9O33)2]·16H2O (Cu3Te). 
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matrix of an individual CuO5 unit, the relation between g(m) and the observed g values 

can be written as g|| = g⊥(m) and g⊥ = (1/2)[g||(m) + g⊥(m)]. Applying these relations to 

the polyanion Cu3Te, for example, yields g||(m) and g⊥(m) values as 2.449 and 2.127, 

respectively. With this geometrical framework g||(m) > g⊥(m) > ge proving that the  

orbital contains the unpaired electron.  

22 yx
d

−

  Finally, an interesting observation from Table 2.2 is that for Cu3Te, the D-value 

magnitude does not fit the trend of the Cu···Cu distances. Normally one would expect that 

the D-value should all off sensitively with the Cu···Cu separations. For Cu3Te, however, 

while the Cu···Cu distance is the largest, the D-value is also the largest. This breakdown 

in the D-value vs Cu···Cu distance suggests a significant role for the through-bond 

interactions for Cu3Te. 

 

2.6.  Charge and Size Correlations 

 

The coupling constants J for Na-1, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se and Cu3Te are plotted as a 

function of the Cu···Cu separations in Figure 2.6.  It can be noticed that for Cu3As/Cu3Sb 

and Cu3Se/Cu3Te there is a decrease of J with increasing Cu···Cu separation.  The 

average equatorial Cu-Oeq distances in all four analogs are very similar (Cu3As, 1.921(6) 

Å; Cu3Sb 1.937(6) Å; Cu3Se, 1.918(9) Å; Cu3Te, 1.927(9) Å), so that the differences in 

the Cu···Cu separations between Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se, and Cu3Te must be due to the 

different hetero atoms.  The hetero atoms of Cu3As (AsIII) and Cu3Sb (SbIII) are from 

main group V, whereas the hetero groups of Cu3Se (SeIV) and Cu3Te (TeIV) are from 

main group VI.  

Comparing Cu3As and Cu3Sb it can be noted that both have the same charge, but 

the latter has the larger hetero atom.  With the above in mind, the increase in the Cu···Cu 

separation in Cu3Sb compared to Cu3As must be due to an ‘equatorial expansion motion’ 

of the former polyanion in the belt region.  We believe that this is caused by lone 

pair/lone pair interaction of the two hetero atoms, which is more pronounced in Cu3Sb 

than in Cu3As due to the larger size of SbIII compared to AsIII (see Table 2.1).  The same 

trend is observed for Cu3Se and Cu3Te and we suggest an analogous explanation. 
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When comparing the magnetic exchange coupling constants J of Cu3As and 

Cu3Se it must be remembered that the charge of the polyanions differs by 2 units.  This is 

due to the fact that the hetero atoms are AsIII and SeIV, respectively.  In Cu3As and Cu3Se 

the hetero atom separation is essentially equivalent (see Table 2.1), so that the differences 

in the average Cu···Cu separation must be due to charge effects. The Cu···Cu separation is 

larger in Cu3Se than in Cu3As which indicates an ‘equatorial expansion motion’ similar 

to above, but this time it must be caused by excess negative charge on the polyanion.  

However, the exchange coupling constant J is larger for Cu3Se than for Cu3As, 

indicating that an increase of the negative charge on the polyanion leads to an increase of 

the magnetic coupling constant.  The same trend is observed for Cu3Sb and Cu3Te and 

we suggest an analogous explanation.  Nevertheless it remains to be seen if this 

observation can be generalized. 

Figure 2.6 demonstrates the size differences of the 4p (AsIII, SeIV) vs 5p (SbIII, 

TeIV) hetero atoms.  The fact that the slope of both lines is very similar indicates that the 

same trend is valid for group V and group VI hetero atoms.  We have also shown that 

magnetic exchange coupling constants can reflect structural details of heteropolyanions.  

We believe that the graph in Figure 2.6 can also be used to predict coupling constants of 

related polyanions that have not yet been synthesized, e.g. the Bi-derivative of Cu3As and 

Cu3Sb. We expect that the hypothetical polyanion [Cu3(H2O)3(α-BiW9O33)2]
12– has a 

coupling constant J which is smaller than 1 cm-1. 

 

2.7.  Discussion and Conclusions 

  

W-band EPR and SQUID measurements have enabled us to measure the influence of the 

charge and size properties of the lone pair containing hetero atoms on the central Cu2+ 

triangle embedded in a series of four isostructural polyoxometalates.  The giso value 

calculated from EPR measurements for the ground spin state for compounds Cu3As, 

Cu3Sb, Cu3Se and Cu3Te varies from the best fit parameters determined by χmT vs. T 

plots.  For Cu3As and Cu3Se, which have larger J values, the agreement between 

magnetic susceptibility and EPR results is within experimental error.  For Cu3Sb and 

Cu3Te, a 3% difference was observed in the g values determined from the two 
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techniques.  We tentatively ascribe this difference to the fact that the susceptibility 

measurements extend over a wide temperature range.  

In summary, we have performed the first systematic study of the magnetic 

properties of a (Cu2+)3 system in an isostructural family of polyoxoanions. Not surprising, 

magnetic susceptibility and EPR measurements have revealed that the magnetic exchange 

coupling constant J is a sensitive parameter that can reflect very small structural 

differences in the magnetic core (e.g. Cu···Cu separations) of polyanions.  More 

importantly, we have also shown that these structural differences can be rationalized by 

size and charge effects of the hetero atoms.  This means that magnetic measurements can 

be used as an indirect analytical tool, in order to investigate phenomena that originate in 

non-magnetic regions of magnetic molecules.  These results indicate a direction for fine-

tuning the magnetic properties of the magnetically substituted polyoxometalates. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM OF THE TETRA-SUBSTITUTED   

HETEROPOLYANION 

 
 
 
 

In this Chapter, we detail our magnetic susceptibility and variable frequency EPR 

spectroscopic studies of the novel heteropolyanion [Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-AsW9O33)2]
8- 

(K7Cu4), synthesized earlier by Kortz et al. [5].  Comparison with the tricopper(II) 

analog, [Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]
12-, introduced in Chapter 2, is presented.  Polyanion 

K7Cu4 consists of two (α-AsW9O33) units joined by a cyclic arrangement of  four Cu2+ 

and two K+ ions resulting in a structure with C2v symmetry. All copper ions have one 

terminal water molecule resulting in square- pyramidal coordination geometry. Three of 

the copper ions are adjacent to each other and connected via two µ3-oxo bridges. EPR 

studies on K7Na[Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-AsW9O33)2]
 and also on Na9[Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-

AsW9O33)2]·26H2O (Na9Cu3) over 2-300 K resulted in g-values that are consistent with a 

square-pyramidal coordination around the copper(II) ions in K7Cu4 and Na9Cu3. No 

hyperfine structure was observed, owing to the presence of strong spin exchange, but fine 

structure was observed for the excited (ST = 3/2) state of Na9Cu3 and the ground state (ST 

= 1) of  K7Cu4. The zero-field parameters (D) have also been determined for these states, 

constituting a rare case wherein one observes EPR from both the ground and the excited 

states. Magnetic susceptibility data show that Na9Cu3 has antiferromagnetically coupled 

Cu2+ ions, with J = -1.36 ± 0.01 cm-1, while K7Cu4 has both ferromagnetically and 

antiferromagnetically coupled Cu2+ ions (J1 = 2.78 ± 0.13 cm-1, J2  = -1.35 ± 0.02 cm-1 
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and J3 = -2.24 ± 0.06 cm-1) and the ground state total spins are ST = 1/2 in Na9Cu3 and ST 

= 1 in K7Cu4. 

 

3.1.  Introduction 

 

The class of As(III) containing polyoxotungstates, in which the presence of a lone 

pair of electrons on the hetero atom does not allow the closed Keggin unit to form, has 

been known for a long time [23-25]. The resulting product of these one-pot syntheses has 

been serendipitous.  However, advances in X-ray diffractometry has led to determination 

of particular geometries of some tungstoarsenate(III) species.  It turns out that almost all 

transition metal-substituted tungstoarsenates(III) are dimeric and of the sandwich type. 

The first copper-containing derivative of this type was structurally characterized in 1982 

by Hervé and coworkers [32]. Single-crystal X-ray analysis of the potassium salt of 

[Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- revealed a sandwich-type structure with three Cu2+ ions 

linking two [α-AsW9O33]
9- units. Surprisingly the three copper ions were not equivalent, 

because of a difference in their coordination geometry. The authors identified a glide of 

one AsW9 subunit with respect to the other which they explained to be a result of lone-

pair/lone-pair repulsion of the two As(III) atoms.  As discussed in Chapter 2, Kortz et al. 

[1] recently determined the structure of the sodium salt of the copper-containing 

tungstoarsenate(III), Na12[Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]·32H2O, and no distortion was 

observed [1].  The polyanion [Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- exhibited D3h symmetry 

indicating that all three copper centers were equivalent.   

To understand the discrepancy of the tricopper core within [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

AsW9O33)2]
12-, Kortz et al. attempted to reproduce the potassium analogue of Hervé.  

Surprisingly, a novel tetra-substituted sandwich-type polyanion was isolated.  Further, in 

1988, Siedle et al. [14] reported the powder X-band EPR properties of the sodium salt 

Na12[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2] and the mixed sodium/potassium salt 

Na3.2K8.8[Cu3(H2O)3(α-AsW9O33)2].  The authors relied on the based the structure of the 

potassium salt of Hervé et al. for data interpretation.  More recently Cho and So [47] 

reported that the powder EPR properties of the ‘Hervé structure’ were identical to those 
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reported by Siedle et al. This would mean that the structural differences of the 

polyoxoanions in the K and Na salts ([Cu3(H2O)2(α-AsW9O33)2]
12- vs. [Cu3(H2O)3(α-

AsW9O33)2]
12-) have no effect on their EPR properties, which would normally be 

unexpected.  

 

3.2.  Sample Preparation 

  

The copper trimer compared within this chapter is the arsenic containing Na salt 

described in the previous chapter.  Again, we undertook a thorough investigation of the 

magnetic and electronic parameters via magnetic susceptibility and variable frequency 

EPR techniques. 

 

3.2.1  K7Na[Cu4K2(H2O)6(α-AsW9O33)2]·5.5H2O (K7Cu4)  

 

K7Cu4 was synthesized by the published procedure of Kortz et al. [5]  A 0.51 g 

(3.0 mmol) sample of CuCl2�2H2O was dissolved in 40 mL of H2O and then 4.0 g (1.5 

mmol) of K9[α-AsW9O33] was added. The solution was refluxed for 1 h and filtered after 

cooling. Slow evaporation at room temperature resulted in 2.9 g of a green, crystalline 

product which was isolated and air-dried (yield 73 %).  

Single-crystal X-ray analysis was carried out on {K7Na[Cu4K2(H2O)6(α-

AsW9O33)2]·5.5H2O}n (K7Cu4), which crystallizes in the tetragonal system, space group 

P-421m, with a = 16.705(4) Å, b = 16.705(4) Å, c = 13.956(5) Å, and Z = 2. Interaction 

of the lacunary [α-AsW9O33]
9- with Cu2+ ions in neutral, aqueous medium leads to the 

formation of the dimeric polyoxoanion K7Cu4 in high yield.   

Kortz et al. attempted to synthesize and crystallize Hervé´s potassium salt 

K12[As2W18Cu3O66(H2O)2]·11H2O (K7Cu4(a)) via a different synthetic route by reacting 

K9[α-AsW9O33] with Cu2+ ions in neutral, aqueous medium. However, instead of the 

tricopper polyanion of Hervé, K7Cu4 was obtained in crystalline form and high yield. In 

order to understand why K7Cu4 was formed rather than the tricopper potassium salt it 

seems necessary to compare the reaction conditions of Kortz et al. [1] and Hervé et al. 

[32] in detail. Both syntheses have in common that they are performed in boiling aqueous 
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solution at around pH 7. Differences include: (a) interaction of sources of Cu, As and W 

(Hervé) vs. use of the (AsW9O33) precursor (this work), (b) the Cu:As:W molar ratios in 

the reactants are 3:2:18 (Hervé) vs. 4:2:18 (this work), (c) polyanion synthesis in the 

presence of sodium ions, then isolation of potassium salt by precipitation (5 times) 

followed by crystallization (Hervé) vs. polyanion synthesis in the presence of potassium 

ions followed by crystallization (this work). The slightly larger equivalents of copper(II) 

ions in our synthesis apparently favor formation of the tetra-copper substituted species 

K7Cu4 rather than the tri-copper substituted polyanion K7Cu4(a), but it cannot be 

excluded that the different synthesis and crystallization routes (see a and c above) also 

play an important role. This is supported by our observation that a decrease of the ratio 

Cu2+/(AsW9) from 2 to 1.7 still resulted in the formation of K7Cu4 based on X-ray 

diffraction.  

 

3.3.  Structural differences between the trimer and tetramer 

  

In an effort to reproduce the arsenic containing tricopper polyanion (Na9Cu3), as 

discussed in Chapter 2, with K+, K7Cu4 was isolated.  The dimeric polyoxoanion 

[Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-AsW9O33)2]
8- (K7Cu4) consists of two [α-AsW9O33]

9- moieties linked 

by four Cu2+ and two K+ ions resulting in a sandwich-type structure with idealized C2v 

symmetry (Figures 3.1).  The central belt of K7Cu4 is composed of three adjacent, edge 

shared CuO4(H2O) square pyramids and a unique CuO4(H2O) fragment which is 

separated from the copper triad by two potassium ions (Figure 3.2b). This arrangement 

was somewhat unexpected because all other dimeric, sandwich-type tungstoarsenates(III) 

contain only two or three transition metal ions in the central belt and the vacancies in-

between them are usually occupied by sodium or potassium ions [1,36]. The tricopper-

substituted species [Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-AsW9O33)2]
9- (Na9Cu3, Figure 3.3), as discussed in 

Chapter 2, is most closely related to K7Cu4. Substitution of sodium in Na9Cu3 by a 

cupric ion yields K7Cu4. The structure of K7Cu4 is also in marked contrast to Hervé´s 

[Cu3K3(H2O)4(α-AsW9O33)2]
9- (K7Cu4(a), see Figure 3.4) which was isolated as a 

potassium salt [32].  
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Figure 3.1. Combined polyhedral/ball and stick representation of [Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-
AsW9O33)2]

8- (K7Cu4). The WO6 octahedra are shown in red and the balls represent 
copper (green), arsenic (blue), potassium (yellow) and water molecules (red). 
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Figure 3.2. Ball and stick representation of the (a) asymmetric unit and (b) central belt in 
K7Cu4. The color code is the same as in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.3. Combined polyhedral/ball and stick representation of [Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-
AsW9O33)2]

9- (Na9Cu3). The sodium atoms are shown in purple; otherwise the color code 
is the same as in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4. Combined polyhedral/ball and stick representation of [Cu3K3(H2O)4(α-
AsW9O33)2]

9- (K7Cu4(a)). The color code is the same as in Figure 3.1. 
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It is of interest to investigate all bond lengths and angles within the central section 

of K7Cu4, especially for the three adjacent copper ions (Figure 3.2a). The square 

pyramidal coordination spheres of Cu1 (Cu1-Oeq, 1.909 - 1.929(14) Å; Cu1-Oax, 

2.308(19) Å) and Cu2 (Cu2-Oeq, 1.953(15) Å; Cu2-Oax, 2.553(20) Å) are fairly regular 

and exhibit the expected Jahn-Teller distortion (axial elongation) which has already been 

observed for Na9Cu3 [1]. It is not unexpected that Cu3 also exhibits a Jahn-Teller 

distortion, but interestingly it is an axial compression (Cu3-Oeq, 2.020(14) Å; Cu3-Oax, 

1.76(3) Å). This is rather unusual and is a result of the inflexible nature of the four 

symmetry-equivalent O1Cu atoms spanning the equatorial plane for Cu3.  These oxygen 

atoms are fixed to the backbone of K7Cu4 which is composed of two (AsW9O33) 

fragments and the three copper centers Cu1, Cu1’ and Cu2.  Therefore the Cu3 atom 

encounters a coordination environment that necessarily results in long equatorial Cu3-O 

bonds, but this is compensated by a tetragonal distortion leading to a very short axial Cu-

OH2 bond.  As a result the unpaired electron of Cu3 is expected to occupy the  orbital, 

whereas the unpaired electron of each of the neighboring Cu1 and Cu1’ atoms is expected 

to be in the respective  orbital.  K

2z
d

22 yx
d

− 7Cu4 represents the first copper(II)-containing 

polyoxoanion with both forms of tetragonal distortion (axial elongation and compression) 

being present [5].  

The equatorial bond angles around the copper ions Cu1 (O-Cu1-O, 85.3 - 91.3 º) 

and Cu2 (Cu2 O-Cu2-O, 89.5 - 90.4(10) º) are very regular and also similar to Na9Cu3 

[1].  On the other hand the bond angles around the copper ion Cu3 (O-Cu3-O, 80.6 -   

97.7 º) are more irregular, so that its coordination geometry is best described as 

rectangular pyramidal (Figure 3.2b).  The three copper ions Cu1, Cu3 and Cu1’ represent 

a very interesting and unique spin system connected via µ2-oxo ligands.  Furthermore the 

Cu1···Cu3 distance is only 2.766(5) Å, so that we decided to perform a detailed 

investigation of the magnetic properties of K7Cu4 including EPR.  Interestingly the 

separation of the two arsenic atoms in polyanions K7Cu4 and K7Cu4(a) is very similar 

(5.34 vs. 5.33 Å). 

In addition to the four copper(II) ions, polyanion K7Cu4 also incorporates two K+ 

ions within the central belt.  The potassium ions K3 and K3’ are located in cavities 
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separating the copper ions Cu1, Cu2 and Cu1’ and they are bound to four oxygen atoms 

of the two (AsW9O33) fragments and two terminal water molecules (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).  

The potassium-oxygen bond lengths of the two incorporated potassium ions are within 

the expected ranges (K3···O, 2.824 - 2.839(16) Å; K3···OH2, 2.81 - 2.82(3) Å) and 

therefore they are drawn into the polyoxoanion framework much less than the sodium 

ions in Na9Cu3 (Na1···O, 2.456 - 2.480(7) Å; Na2···OH2, 2.339(7) - 2.494(7) Å; see also 

Figure 3.3) [1].  

It seems clear that the stabilizing role of the three incorporated sodium ions for 

the dimeric tungstoarsenate(III), which resulted in isolation of Na9Cu3 as a crystalline 

product in very high yield [1].  The low stability of the hypothetical tri-potassium 

incorporated species [Cu3K3(H2O)9(α-AsW9O33)2]
9- analogous to Na9Cu3, seems to 

require strong distortion as Hervé et al. showed (K7Cu4(a)) and isolation of K7Cu4 which 

seems to form more easily than [Cu3K3(H2O)9(α-AsW9O33)2]
9-. We believe that this 

could be the main reason why a fourth copper ion is incorporated in the central belt.  

 

3.4.  Magnetic susceptibility 

 

The Hamiltonian for a system containing a cluster of exchange coupled ions, in 

the presence of an external field H, is given by Eq. (3.1). 

Ĥ = ∑∑ ⋅⋅+⋅−
≠ i

iji

ji

ij SgHSSJ β2                 (3.1) 

Here Jij is the isotropic spin exchange constant, Si is the spin operator of the ith ion,  is 

the electronic Bohr magneton and g is the Landé g-tensor. For the susceptibility analysis 

we neglected the hyperfine interactions with the 63,65Cu nuclei, because they were not 

resolved in our EPR spectra, likely because the rate of spin exchange process is higher 

than the hyperfine splitting. Also neglected are the zero-field splitting terms D and E, 

since they were much smaller than J, as verified by EPR measurements (vide infra). 

Substitution of the eigenvalues of Eq. (3.1) into the standard Van Vleck equation yields 

the expression for the molar magnetic susceptibility (χm), as shown in Eq. (3.2) [126]. 
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Here, N is the Avogadro number, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature in Kelvin, 

θ the Weiss constant and En the spin exchange energy associated with a spin state . 

The observed magnetic data of compounds K

T

nS

7Cu4 and Na9Cu3 were analyzed using Eq. 

(3.2) as outlined below.  

 

3.4.1.  Magnetic Susceptibility of Na9Cu3

 

Polyanion K7Cu4 has three Cu2+ ions arranged in a triangular fashion as shown in 

Chart I with Cu–Cu distances: Cu1–Cu2 = Cu1–Cu3 = 4.696 Å and Cu2–Cu3 = 4.689 Å 

[1].   

 

 

 

 

 

Chart I 
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Since the possible superexchange path between any two Cu2+ ions of polyanion 

K7Cu4 is same (Cu–O–W–O–W–O–Cu), for our analysis we assume the Cu–Cu 

distances to be equal and hence the Cu3 system to be an equilateral triangle.  For Cu3 

here, Eq. (3.1) becomes  

Ĥ = –2J [S1·S2 + S2·S3 + S1·S3]                  (3.3) 

Following Kambe [126], we define S23 = S2 +S3 and ST
 = S1 + S23, then Eq. (3.3) can be 

rearranged as  

Ĥ = –J [(ST
)

2
 – (S1)

2
 – (S2)

2
 – (S3)

2],                  (3.4) 

with eigenvalues  

E (ST, S1, S2, S3) = –J [ST
 (S

T+1) – S1(S1+1) – S2(S2+1) – S3(S3+1)]  (3.5) 

For each Cu2+ ion, since S1 = S2 = S3 = 1/2, Eq. (3.5) transforms into Eq. (3.6).  

E (ST) = –J [ST
 (S

T+1) – 9/4]              (3.6) 

Here ST takes the values 1/2 ( ), 1/2 ( ) or 3/2 ( ), with energies 3J/2, 3J/2 and –

3J/2 respectively. The molar magnetic susceptibility (χm) for this system is then obtained 

by expanding Eq. (3.2) for all these spin states. This is as given in Eq. (3.7) below, in 

agreement with earlier studies [120,121,126]. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the measured temperature dependence of χm, for Na9Cu3. It is 

seen that χm remains almost constant at about 0.02 emu·mol-1 down to 60 K and then 

steadily increases to ~0.3 emu·mol-1 at 1.8 K. A graph of χmT vs T over 1.8–200 K is 

shown in the inset. The nearly constant χmT value (~ 1.34 emu·K·mol-1) in the 

temperature region 60–200 K is indicative of the admixture of both ST = 1/2 and ST = 3/2 

spin states. The experimental χm and χmT data have been fit to Eq. (3.7) by treating J, g 

and θ as adjustable parameters. The agreement between the theoretical curve (solid line in 

Figure 3.5) and measured data is quite satisfactory. The best least-squares fit is achieved 

with J = -1.36 ± 0.01 cm-1 (-1.96 ± 0.01 K), giso = 2.208 ± 0.001 and θ = -0.026 ± 0.001 

cm-1 (-0.037 ± 0.001 K). This is consistent with giso = 2.208 ± 0.001 obtained directly  
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Figure 3.5. Temperature dependence of χm for Na9[Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-AsW9O33)2]·26H2O 

(Na9Cu3) at H = 1,000 G. The inset displays the χmT vs T plot for Na9Cu3. Open circles 
represent the experimental data and the solid line represents the theoretical curve (see 
text). 
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from EPR measurements (vide infra). Small magnitude of θ shows that the intercluster 

interactions in polyanion Na9Cu3 are negligible. 

In Na9Cu3 the Cu 3  orbital, which contain the unpaired electrons, are 

directed along the Cu–O

22 yx
d

−

eq vectors. Therefore, stabilization of the ST = 1/2 and ST = 3/2 

spin states must involve indirect electronic coupling pathways. The available indirect 

pathway for the magnetic exchange interaction in Na9Cu3 is via six bonds involving two 

tungsten and three oxygen atoms of each (AsW9O33) fragment. Hence, we expect the 

interaction between the Cu2+ ions to be very weak. This is supported by the small 

magnitude of the spin exchange coupling constant J ~ –1 cm-1.  The negative sign of J 

indicates the presence of anti-ferromagnetic intra-trimer coupling between the three Cu2+ 

ions of Na9Cu3. As can be noted from Figure 3.5, the lowest value of χmT was 0.53 

emu·K·mol-1. Thus, while we were unable to attain low enough temperature to ascertain 

the expected χmT value of 0.457 emu·K·mol-1 corresponding to giso = 2.208 for ST = 1/2 

state in the χmT vs T plots of Na9Cu3, our conclusion is considered fairly definitive. 

 

3.4.2. Magnetic Susceptibility of K7Cu4

 

The four Cu2+ ions of K7Cu4 are arranged in a distorted rhombus as shown in 

Chart II with Cu–Cu distances: Cu3–Cu1 = Cu3–Cu1′ = 2.766 Å, Cu1–Cu1′ = 4.835 Å, 

Cu2–Cu1 = Cu2–Cu1′ = 4.734 Å. This system can be described in terms of the three 

exchange constants, J1, J2 and J3 as shown in Chart II. The numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Chart 

II symbolize the metal ions Cu1, Cu2, Cu3 and Cu1′, respectively. The exchange constant 

between Cu2 and Cu3 is set equal to zero because of the large distance (5.42 Å or 8 

bonds).  

For polyanion K7Cu4 the expanded spin exchange Hamiltonian has the form 

shown in Eq. (3.8). 

Ĥ = –2J1 [S3·S1 + S3·S4] –2J2 [S2·S1 + S2·S4] –2J3 [S1·S4]   (3.8) 

with the spin exchange coupling constants J1, J2, J3 as indicated above.  The eigenvalues 

from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.8) is: 

E(ST, S14, S23, S314) = –J1 [S314 (S314+1) – S14 (S14+1) – 3/4] – J2 [S
T(ST+1) 

                – S314 (S314+1) – S23 (S23+1) + 3/4] – J3 [S14 (S14+1) – 3/2]              (3.9) 
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where, the allowed values of S14, S23, S314, ST and the corresponding eigenvalues, as 

given by Eq. (3.9), are presented in Table 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

Chart II 

 

The molar magnetic susceptibility (χm) for this (Cu2+)4 tetrad, is then obtained according 

to the method presented in reference [5].  

 

Table 3.1. Allowed spin states and their energies of the (Cu2+)4 tetrad in 
[Cu4K2(H2O)6(α-AsW9O33)2]

8- (K7Cu4), using Eq. (3.9) in the text. 
 

State(i) S23 S14 S314 ST Ei (S
T, S14, S23, S314) 

1 0 0 ½ 0 3J3/2 
2 0 0 ½ 1 –2J2 + 3J3/2 
3 0 1 ½ 0 2J1 – J3/2 
4 0 1 ½ 1 2J1 – 2J2 – J3/2 
5 0 1 3/2 1 –J1 + J2 – J3/2 
6 0 1 3/2 2 –J1 – 3J2 – J3/2 
7 1 0 ½ 0 2J2 + 3J3/2 
8 1 0 ½ 1 3J3/2 
9 1 1 ½ 0 2J1 + 2J2 – J3/2 
10 1 1 ½ 1 2J1 – J3/2 
11 1 1 3/2 1 –J1 + 3J2 – J3/2 
12 1 1 3/2 2 –J1 – J2 – J3/2 
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Figure 3.6 shows a plot of χm vs T for K7Cu4. It is seen that χm slowly increases 

from about 0.02 emu·mol-1 at 150 K to ~0.04 emu·mol-1 at 60 K and then exponentially to 

~0.7 emu·mol-1 at 1.8 K. The inset shows a plot of χmT vs T over the same temperature 

region. Almost constant χmT value of ~2.45 emu·K·mol-1 in the 60–150 K region 

indicates the joint role of both ST = 1 and ST = 2 spin states, as discussed in the following 

section. The fitted curve is shown as the solid line in Figure 3.6. The agreement is again 

considered satisfactory. The best-fit parameters are: giso = 2.566 ± 0.001, J1 = 2.78 ± 0.13 

cm-1 (3.99 ± 0.19 K), J2 = -1.35 ± 0.02 cm-1 (-1.95 ± 0.03 K), J3 = -2.24 ± 0.06 cm-1 (-3.23 

± 0.09 K) and θ = -0.072 ± 0.001 cm-1 (-0.104 ± 0.002 K). The giso of 2.566 and the giso of 

2.440 from EPR measurements (vide infra) agree with each other within experimental 

error. Again, small magnitude of θ indicates the presence of very weak intercluster 

interactions. Note that the magnitudes of all J’s are comparable, so the Cu4 moiety in 

K7Cu4 is a frustrated system with many low-lying excited states.  

Although there is a possibility of a weak bond between Cu3 and Cu1(1′) (Cu3–

Cu1(1′) = 2.766 Å), only indirect pathways are available for electronic coupling between 

Cu2+ ions of K7Cu4. The reason is that the orbitals bearing the unpaired electrons 

(3  for Cu22 yx
d

− 1(1′), Cu2 and 3 2z
d  for Cu3) are directed along the Cu–Oeq(ax) vectors. The 

magnetic susceptibility measurements of K7Cu4 indicate the presence of both 

ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic interactions in the (Cu2+)4 tetrad, the latter being 

dominant. The observed magnitudes and signs of the exchange parameters J1, J3 and J2 (~ 

3 cm-1, ~ –2 cm-1 and ~ –1 cm-1, respectively) can be correlated to the arrangement of the 

four Cu2+ ions in K7Cu4 in the following way.  

Cu3 is bonded to Cu1 and Cu1′ through two bonds involving an oxygen atom of 

the (AsW9O33) fragment with a Cu1–O–Cu3 (Cu1′ –O–Cu3) bond angle of 88.9º. Hence, as 

predicted [127] the exchange coupling constant J1 (~ 3 cm-1) is positive and has a larger 

magnitude in comparison to J3 and J2. Since Cu1 and Cu1′ are coupled through four bonds 

involving Cu3 and two oxygen atoms of each (AsW9O33) fragment, |J3| < |J1|. J2 has a 

smaller magnitude than J1 and J3 as Cu2 is coupled to Cu1 and Cu1′ via six bonds  
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Figure 3.6. χm vs T plot of K7Cu4 at H = 1,000 G. The inset shows the temperature 
dependence of χmT for K7Cu4. The open circles represent the experimental data and the 
solid line represents the theoretical curve (see text). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3.7. Plot of Ei / J1 of the 12 spin states of K7Cu4 as a function of (a) J3/J1 at a fixed 
value of J2/J1 = -0.5 and (b) J2/J1 at a fixed value of J3/J1 = -0.75. The vertical dashed 
lines correspond to the experimental values of J3/J1 and J2/J1, respectively. The 12 states 
are identified using Table 3.1. 
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involving two tungsten and three oxygen atoms of each (AsW9O33) unit. The presence of 

overall anti-ferromagnetic interactions in the (Cu2+)4 tetrad of K7Cu4 indicates that the 

ground state spin can either be 0 or 1. We were unable to attain low enough temperatures 

to ascertain the ground spin state due to very small and similar exchange coupling 

constants. 

In order to predict the ground state we plotted the energy (given by Eq. (3.9)), as a 

function of various J’s. Figure 3.7a shows a plot of Ei/J1 as a function of J3/J1 at a fixed 

value of J2/J1 = -0.5, while Figure 3.7b shows a plot of Ei/J1 as a function of J2/J1 at a 

fixed value of J3/J1 = -0.75. Both of these plots indicate that for ratios J3/J1 = -0.75 and 

J2/J1 = -0.5 the ground spin state of the (Cu2+)4 tetrad is a mixture of both triplet (ST = 1) 

and singlet states (ST = 0). Clearly, the ST = 1 state results from spin frustration.  

 

3.5.  EPR Spectroscopy 

 

Additional verification of the disposition of the various spin-spin interactions, and 

also the zero-field splitting D was obtained through EPR measurements. EPR spectra of 

both K7Cu4 and Na9Cu3 were analyzed using the spin Hamiltonian:  

Ĥ = ST·D·ST + H·g·ST                                  (3.11) 

Here ST is the total spin operator, D is the zero field splitting parameter and g, , H have 

been defined earlier. The possible spin states correspond to a total spin ST = 3/2 or 1/2 for 

Na9Cu3 and 0, 1 or 2 for K7Cu4.  Here we neglect the hyperfine structure due to the 

Cu63,65 nuclei, since it is exchange-averaged as mentioned earlier. Also, we do not 

consider J here because the variable frequency EPR analysis shows no other effects that 

could be related to the exchange interaction. Assuming axial symmetry, and the high-

field limit (gβH >> D, as is the case here), the solution of Eq. (3.11) is straightforward 

[87].  The line centers will be given by the g-factor, and each line will be split into 2ST 

components.  For ST = 1/2 and D = 0, the spectral positions will be given by  

θβθβν 222222
||

22
|| sincos ⊥⊥+= HgHgh      (3.12) 
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where θ is the angle between the magnetic field and the axis of symmetry.  For ST ≥ 1, 

each of the peaks will be split into 2ST components by the D tensor; the splitting varying 

as  

)1cos3( 2 −θD         (3.13) 

Thus, for an ST = 3/2 state and a powder pattern for g H >> D the spectrum should 

consist of a triplet around g|| and another at g⊥, the triplet separation being 2D on the g|| 

and D on the g⊥ peaks. 

 

 

Table 3.2. Spin Hamiltonian parameters for compounds K7Cu4 and Na9Cu3 from EPR 
and magnetic susceptibility measurements. 

 

Compound  EPR Magnetic Susceptibility 
 ST g║ g┴ |D| (cm-1) giso J (cm-1) 

1 2.221 ± 0.005 2.550 ± 0.005 0.073 ± 0.005 
K7Cu4 2 2.089 ± 0.005 2.210 ± 0.005 0.016 ± 0.005 

     

 
2.566 ± 0.001 

J1 = 2.78 ± 0.13 
J2 = -1.35 ± 0.02 
J3 = -2.24 ± 0.06 

       
1/2 2.117 ± 0.005 2.254 ± 0.005 ― 

Na9Cu3 3/2 2.060 ± 0.005 2.243 ± 0.005 0.023 ± 0.005 
 

2.208 ± 0.001 
 

-1.36 ± 0.01 
 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the experimental and simulated Q-band (34 GHz) powder EPR 

spectrum of Na9Cu3 at 4 K. The spectrum is characteristic of a quartet state 

corresponding to ST = 3/2. Peak assignment is made using the energy level diagram 

shown in Figure 3.10b. We note that the Zeeman transitions of the ST = 1/2 state (labeled 

1 and 1′) are superimposed with peaks from the ST = 3/2 state.  In conformity with Eq. 

(3.13), for ST = 3/2, we observe three transitions, labeled 2, 3, 4 on the g|| = 2.060 ± 0.005 

component and 2', 3', 4' on the g⊥ = 2.243 ± 0.005.  Indeed the triplet splitting is 2D for g|| 

and |D| = 230 ± 5 G (0.023 ± 0.005 cm-1) for g⊥.  These data are listed in Table 3.2.  The 

geometrical arrangement of CuO4 groups in polyanion Na9Cu3 is such that their 

perpendicular directions agree with the C3 axis of the heteropolyanion while the parallel 

directions are perpendicular to the C3 axis. If g(m) represents the g matrix for a CuO4 

group and g in Eq.(3.11) represents the molecular g matrix, assuming each Cu2+ ion has 
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same g||(m) and g⊥(m) values, the relation between them can be written14a,15 as g|| = g⊥(m) 

and g⊥ = [g||(m) + g⊥(m)]/2. g||(m), g⊥(m) values can then be calculated as 2.426 and 

2.060 respectively, using above mentioned g|| and g⊥ values. The g||(m) > g⊥(m) > ge 

pattern proves that the unpaired electron resides in  orbital. 22 yx
d

−

In our single crystal EPR experiments of Na9Cu3 at Q-band, crystal c-axis was aligned 

10° with respect to the applied field direction to get maximum separation between the 

three fine structure peaks. X-ray diffraction studies12f confirm that this direction is the 

molecular C3 axis. The angular dependence of the ST = 3/2 state transitions as a function 

of crystal orientation relative to the applied magnetic field (θ) was carried out at 4 K. The 

resulting resonance field positions were then simulated by employing a full matrix 

diagonalization method of each of the fine structure transitions of the ST = 3/2 state at 

each angle (θ) over the range 0-90o.  By this method, the experimentally determined spin-

Hamiltonian parameters (tabulated in Table 3.2) were used in the simulation. Figure 3.9 

provides a comparison of the theoretical (solid curves) and experimental (open circles) 

resonance fields of the quartet state transitions with respect to angle. At an angle θ = 55 ± 

5° the three resonance lines collapse to one based roughly on the (3cos2 θ - 1) dependence 

of the zero field splitting. The agreement between experimental and calculated line 

positions is considered to be satisfactory.  

When the applied frequency is increased to W-band (~95GHz), g-tensor 

components further separate, providing more resolution and hence more information 

about the magnetic system. Because of weak spin exchange interaction, even at 4 K 

(Figure 3.10a), the Zeeman transitions arising from both the ST = 1/2 and ST = 3/2 states 

are observed. Zeeman transitions between the spin multiplets of 1/2 and 3/2 are not 

observed as they are forbidden [87]. While the parallel component of the ST = 1/2 

Zeeman transition is well resolved, the perpendicular component falls partially under the 

first perpendicular fine structure line of the quartet state. The spin Hamiltonian 

parameters of ST = 1/2 state are therefore, g|| = 2.117 and g⊥ = 2.254. Simulation of the 

4K EPR spectrum with the experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters (lower panel of 

Figure 10(a)) is considered to be quite satisfactory. The temperature dependence of the 

W-band spectrum is shown in Figure 3.11. As the temperature is lowered, the parallel  
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Figure 3.8. Experimental and simulated (red trace) Q-band (34 GHz) powder EPR 
spectra of Na9Cu3 at 4 K. 2, 3, 4 represent parallel peaks while 2′, 3′, 4′ represent 
perpendicular peaks and the numbering refers to the Figure 13(b).  The simulated 
spectrum was generated from experimentally determined spin-Hamiltonian parameters 
and included a Boltzmann term. 
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of the experimental angular dependence of Na9Cu3 with theory 
for the ST = 3/2 state. The solid lines represent the calculated line positions generated 
over all angles for the appropriate spin-Hamiltonian with g┴ = 2.243, g|| = 2.060, and D = 
0.023 cm-1.  The circles are experimental data from the Q-band EPR spectra at 4 K. 
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Figure 3.10. (a) Energy level diagram and the expected EPR transitions. (b) 
Experimental and simulated W-band (ν = 93.165 GHz) powder EPR spectra of Na9Cu3 at 
4 K. 
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peak centered at 2.117 grows in intensity, thus confirming that the doublet spin state is 

the ground state. At 4 K the fine structure line intensity shifts into the outermost parallel 

and perpendicular peaks indicating a positive sign for the D value, and therefore that the 

MST = ±1/2 is the lower energy state.  

As discussed earlier, the presence of a fourth Cu2+ ion in K7Cu4 changes the 

possible spin states, ST, to 0, 1 and 2. Variable temperature EPR spectra of K7Cu4 were 

collected at X-band (see Figure 3.12) in order to check if the compressed distortion at its 

Cu3 site is a result of dynamic Jahn-Teller effect [130]. Analysis of these EPR spectra 

shows that there is no change in the EPR line positions over the temperature range 4–

300K. The compressed distortion can therefore be considered as due to static Jahn-Teller 

effect. Figure 3.13 shows the 34 GHz powder EPR spectrum of K7Cu4 at 4 K. The 

spectrum can be analyzed as a superposition of ST = 2 and ST = 1 spin states, and the 

analysis outlined in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) is applicable here as well. The axial quartet 

pattern centered at g = 2.20 corresponds to fine structure transitions of the ST = 2 state 

and the doublet at the larger g value (lower field) corresponds to the perpendicular 

transitions of the ST = 1 state. While the results are somewhat approximate, due to a lack 

of knowledge of other possible excited states, the simulated Q-band spectrum (red line in 

Figure 3.13) is in agreement with experimental. The magnetic parameters are 

summarized in Table 3.2.   

We note that the g⊥-value (2.550) for the ST = 1 state of K7Cu4 is unusually large 

for a Cu2+ system. This might be a result of the fact that there are several states in close 

proximity to the ST = 2 levels and hence the standard notion of the effective spin 

Hamiltonian might not be valid. This point thus needs further investigation. 

 

 3.5.  Discussion and Conclusions 

 

Polyanion K7Cu4 represents the first tetra-substituted member of the class of 

lone-pair containing, transition metal substituted, sandwich-type polyoxoanions reported 

[1]. It is closely related to the tri-copper substituted derivatives[Cu3Na3(H2O)9(α-

AsW9O33)2]
9- (Na9Cu3), discussed in Chapter 2, and [Cu3K3(H2O)4(α-AsW9O33)2]

9- 

(K7Cu4(a)) of Hervé. The former exhibits ideal D3h symmetry whereas the latter 
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Figure 3.11. Temperature dependence of W-band (ν = 93.165 GHz) EPR spectrum of 
Na9Cu3. 
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Figure 3.12. Variable temperature EPR spectra of K7Cu4 at X-band (9.5 GHz). 
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Figure 3.13. Experimental (black trace) and simulated (red trace) Q-band (34 GHz) 
powder EPR spectra of K7Cu4 at 4 K.  The simulated spectrum was generated with the 
Bruker XSophe EPR simulation program which performs a full matrix diagonalization of 
the appropriate spin-Hamiltonian.   
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is a distorted species with Cs symmetry.  It is evident that the alkali metal cation (Na+ and 

K+) is important in formation of the tricopper polyanion as well as K7Cu4 which is 

stabilized by incorporation of a fourth Cu2+ ion in place of a K+ ion.     

The unique arrangement of the four copper(II) centers in K7Cu4 results in a novel 

magnetic exchange fragment in polyoxoanion chemistry. Our magnetic studies support 

the X-ray structure and also provide an insight into the magnetic exchange within the Cu3 

trimer (Na9Cu3) and the Cu4 tetramer (K7Cu4). Magnetic susceptibility and EPR studies 

show that Na9Cu3 has anti-ferromagnetically coupled Cu2+ ions, while K7Cu4 has both 

ferromagnetically and anti-ferromagnetically coupled Cu2+ ions. However, in both 

compounds the dominant anti-ferromagnetic interactions result in ground state spins of ST 

= 1/2 in Na9Cu3 and ST = 1 in K7Cu4. In summary, our studies show that the magnetic 

and electronic properties of K7Cu4 and Na9Cu3 are markedly different from each other, 

in contrast to what has been reported in the literature [45-47].  

The Kortz laboratory is also exploring if it is synthetically possible to incorporate 

five or six copper(II) centers in the above structural type [131]. The latter would 

represent the first Cu6-crown-substituted polyoxometalate.  These compounds would 

allow an extension of the systematic approach to understanding the magnetism and 

coupling schemes of large exchange coupled clusters with the addition of each individual 

unpaired electron into the lattice. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MAGNETISM OF THE FIRST IRON(III)-SUBSTITUTED KEGGIN DIMER, 
[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]

11-

 
 
 
 

 In this Chapter, the magnetic and EPR spectroscopic results of the iron(III)-

substituted tungstogermanate Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]·22.5H2O 

(Fe6) are discussed.  Kortz et al. [6] recently synthesized and characterized the single-

crystal X-ray analysis of [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11-, which crystallizes in the 

triclinic system, with space group P-1.  Fe6
 consists of two (A-α-GeW9O34) Keggin 

moieties linked via six Fe3+ ions leading to a double-sandwich structure. The equivalent 

iron centers represent an unprecedented, trigonal prismatic Fe6 fragment, resulting in 

virtual D3h symmetry for Fe6.  Magnetic susceptibility studies indicate the presence of a 

diamagnetic ST = 0 ground state.  While detailed theoretical analysis of the magnetic data 

of the 4332 spin states of Fe6 has not been completed, it is expected that the exchange 

coupling constants (J1 and J2) for Fe6 should be of the order of 20 cm-1.  Variable 

temperature and frequency EPR investigation of Fe6
 also point to a diamagnetic ground 

state, consistent with the magnetic susceptibility results. At higher temperatures (>50 K), 

a single broad EPR transition was observed, which is tentatively ascribed to an ST = 1 

excited state.  The giso value for this transition is 1.99251 as expected for a Fe(III) 

containing high-symmetry species. 
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4.1.  Introduction 

 

Transition metal-substituted POMs constitute the largest class of polyanions 

where sandwich-type compounds represent the largest subclass [132].

Considering that formation of polyanions occurs via self-assembly, the discovery 

of novel transition metal-substituted POMs with fundamentally novel structures remains 

a major challenge. These synthetic efforts are often accompanied by attempts to 

incorporate a large number of paramagnetic transition metal ions in lacunary polyanion 

fragments. Such species are mostly of interest for their potential use in catalysis and 

magnetism. Activation of dioxygen or hydrogen peroxide by transition metal-substituted 

POMs for the efficient and selective oxidation of small organic molecules is well 

established [133].  On the other hand, formation of multi-transition metal-substituted 

POMs with high-spin ground states (single molecule magnets) is of obvious interest in 

fundamental and applied science [5,53,95,134].  

The class of iron-substituted POMs is of particular interest (a) for catalytic 

applications due to the easily accessible Fe2+/3+ redox couple and (b) for magnetic 

applications due to the large number of unpaired electrons in high-spin Fe2+/3+ combined 

with the possibility of forming spin-crossover magnetic molecular materials [135-137].  

Kortz et al. recently synthesized the first iron-substituted tungstogermanate 

Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]·22.5H2O (Fe6) [6].  Fe6 consists of two 

lacunary A-α-[GeW9O34]
10- Keggin moieties linked via a trigonal-prismatic Fe6(OH)9 

fragment leading to a structure with idealized D3h symmetry (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

Alternatively, the structure of Fe6 can be described as a Keggin dimer, formed by fusion 

of two hypothetical [Fe3(OH2)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)]
4- monomers.  Fe6 represents the 

first tungstogermanate Keggin dimer derivative as well as being the first example of an 

iron-containing derivative of this structural subclass.  The six FeIIIO6 octahedra (d5, high-

spin) are corner-sharing leading to a central, trigonal prismatic Fe6(OH)9 fragment which 

represents a highly-attractive magnetic fragment with a possible S = 15 spin state. In the 

solid state assembly of Fe6, neighboring polyanions are oriented parallel to each other, 

resulting in layers in the bc plane that are offset to each other (Figure 4.3). However,  
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Figure 4.1. Ball and stick (left) and polyhedral (right) representations of [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11- (Fe6). The color code is as follows: iron (green), tungsten (black), 

germanium (blue) and oxygen (red). 
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Figure 4.2. Ball and stick representation of the central Fe6(OH)9 fragment in Fe6 
including the atomic labelling. 
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Figure 4.3. View along the crystallographic a axis on the packing of polyanions in the 
solid state structure of Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6). 
Polyanions with green FeO6 octahedra are located in a bc plane closer to the viewer than 
the polyanions with yellow FeO6 octahedra. 
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separations of the closest magnetic Fe6 fragments are relatively large (> 9 Å) so that 

intramolecular interactions with a Fe6 unit can be studied.  

The structural details of the unprecedented, trigonal prismatic Fe6(OH)9 fragment 

of Fe6 are of interest (Figure 4.2).  All oxo groups linking two iron atoms are 

monoprotonated [138].  As expected the iron(III) atoms are fairly regularly coordinated 

octahedrally (Fe-O 1.943-2.172(13) Å) and the Fe-O-Fe bond angles can be subdivided in 

inter-Keggin connectivities (131.1-134.0(7)°) and intra-Keggin connectivities (138.9-

142.3(8) °), for details see Figure 4.3.  The bond lengths and angles within the 

(GeW9O34) fragments of Fe6 are listed in Table 4.1. 

 

 

Table 4.1. Bond distances (Å) and angles (°) for the central Fe6(OH)9 fragment in 
[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]

11- (Fe6). 
 

 

 Fe1 Fe2 Fe3 Fe4 Fe5 Fe6 Angle 

Fe-O-Fe 

        

O1FF 1.943(13)   1.953(13)   132.0(7) 

O2FF  1.957(12)   1.963(11)  131.1(6) 

O3FF   1.943(13)   1.949(13) 134.0(7) 

O12F 1.961(15) 1.964(14)     142.3(8) 

O13F 2.007(13)  2.014(13)    138.9(7) 

O23F  2.005(14) 1.994(14)    139.3(7) 

O45F    2.012(13) 2.043(13)  140.3(7) 

O46F    1.964(14)  1.995(14) 140.9(8) 

O56F     1.976(14) 1.976(14) 141.6(8) 
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4.2.  Sample Preparation 

 

Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O, abbreviated as Fe6, was 

prepared in the Kortz lab as described earlier [6].  Pure polycrystalline powder and single 

crystall crystalline product of Fe6 was then investigated by detailed magnetic and EPR 

studies.   

K6Na2[GeW11O39]·13H2O was also synthesized according to a published 

procedure and its purity was confirmed by infrared spectroscopy [139].  All other 

reagents were used as purchased without further purification.  

A typical synthetic procedure was as follows.  A 43.5 g (13.5 mmol) sample of 

K6Na2[GeW11O39]·13H2O
 [139] was dissolved in 400 mL water upon stirring.  Then 22.5 

g (162.8 mmol) K2CO3 was added in small portions to this solution.  After stirring for 

about 30 min. (pH ~9.5) a white precipitate appeared slowly.  After an additional 20 min. 

of stirring the white solid product was collected on a sintered glass frit, washed with 

saturated KCl solution (20 mL) and air-dried. K8Na2[A-α-GeW9O34]·25H2O was obtained 

in approximately 80 % yield.   

A 0.56 mmol (0.15 g) sample of FeCl3·6H2O was dissolved in 20 mL of 0.5 M 

NaAc buffer (pH 4.8). 0.52 g (0.17 mmol) K8Na2[A-α-GeW9O34]·25H2O was then added 

with gentle stirring.  The solution was heated to 50°C for about 1 h and filtered after it 

had cooled to room temperature.  Addition of CsCl to the red filtrate followed by slow 

evaporation at room temperature led to a yellow-red crystalline product of Fe6 after about 

one week.  

 

4.3.  Magnetic Susceptibility 

 

The magnetic susceptibility of Fe6 was measured at 0.1 T in the temperature range 

1.8–300 K.   Figure 4.4 shows the experimental data plotted as χm vs T (Figure 4.4) and 

µeff vs T (Figure 4.5).  χm for Fe6 increases slowly from 0.031 emu·mol-1 at 300 K to 

0.041 emu·mol-1 at 79.6 K, then exponentially to a maximum of 0.16 emu·mol-1 at 3.82 

K, followed by a decrease to 0.14 emu·mol-1 at 1.8 K.  The decrease below 3.82 K can be  
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Figure 4.4.  Temperature dependence of χm for Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6). 
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Figure 4.5.  The temperature dependence of the effective moment (µeff) for 
Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6). 
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due to intermolecular interactions.  µeff decreases steadily from 8.61 µB at 300 K to 1.4 µB 

at 1.8 K.  Comparison of the 300 K µeff value (8.61 µB) to that of 14.5 µB for a cluster of 

six non-interacting Fe(III) (S = 5/2) ions with g = 2.00 clearly points to the presence of 

strong antiferromagnetic spin exchange interactions between the Fe(III) centers and a 

spin singlet (ST = 0) ground state.  The µeff value at 1.8 K and its decreasing trend 

supports the conclusion.  This result is in agreement with the other (FeIII)6 compounds 

reported in the literature [140-147], and is consistent with our EPR results (vide infra).  

At the outset, neglecting the small differences in the Fe···Fe distances within each intra-

triangular unit, we need two exchange coupling constants to describe the spin exchange 

interactions in Fe6.  Let J1 and J2 represent the exchange coupling constants of intra- and 

inter-triangular units, respectively.  In several oxo-bridged binuclear Fe(III) complexes it 

has been observed that for Fe-Oµ-oxo distances of 1.95-1.96 Å, the exchange coupling 

constant is J ≈ -20 cm-1 [148].  Since in Fe6 the available exchange pathways are µ2-

hydroxo, we expect our exchange coupling constants to be in a similar range with |J2| ≥ 

|J1|.   

For a hexanuclear, high-spin Fe(III) (S = 5/2) cluster, there are 4332 different spin 

states ranging from a total spin of ST = 0 to 15 [149].  Tabulation for these states can be 

found in reference 149.  For example, while there is only one ST = 15 spin state, there are 

111 states with a total spin ST = 0.  Diagonalization of the total spin Hamiltonian matrix 

(46656 × 46656) is an enormous task to undertake.  Hence, attempts to analyze the 

experimental magnetic susceptibility data using different spin exchange models are 

underway and will be reported elsewhere. 

 

4.4.  EPR Spectroscopy 

 

High frequency EPR spectroscopy has been conducted on polycrystalline powder 

samples of Fe6 in an effort to better understand the spin environment.  This was 

necessitated because it was not possible to grow mm-sized crystals.  One broad 

Lorentzian EPR transition at g = 1.99251 (isotropic) was observed at all frequencies 

between 90 – 370 GHz and room temperature (Figure 4.6).  This is expected for a high-

spin Fe(III) (3d5) center [87].  As the temperature is lowered, the EPR signal intensity 
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decreases.  Below 50 K, the EPR signal disappears indicating that antiferromagnetic 

interactions within the cluster become dominant leading to a diamagnetic (ST = 0) ground 

state. 

The observed high temperature EPR signal must arise from a paramagnetic 

excited spin state.  The (FeIII)6 core is comprised of two equilateral triangles of Fe(III) 

centers which are coupled through three µ2-hydroxo bridges.  For three Fe(III) (S = 5/2) 

ions, the spin value of each triangle can either be 5/2 or 15/2 depending on whether the 

exchange is antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic, respectively, assuming that each of the 

Fe3+ ions behaves as a simple particle with S = 5/2.  If the two triangles are 

antiferromagnetically coupled to each other, the total spin value will be zero and the 

molecule will be diamagnetic.  This is indeed observed at low temperature. If the two 

triangles interact ferromagnetically, however, the spin value of the excited state is either 

5 or 15.  Magnetic susceptibility results (Section 4.3) indicate antiferromagnetic 

exchange within the triangles and between them.  The excited state spin is therefore ST = 

5.  It is important to note that the EPR technique does not reveal the spin state 

specifically, but shows that the observed spectrum is from an excited state. 

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the peak over the range at which an 

EPR signal was observed (50 – 300 K) does not show significant broadening, suggesting 

that the transition is narrowed due to motional averaging.  The excited state spectrum 

(Figure 4.7) has been simulated at 240 GHz and 300 K with the experimentally 

determined spin Hamiltonian parameters: giso = 1.99 and D ≤ 0.002 cm-1. 

Further, an Arrhenius analysis of the temperature dependence of the peak 

intensity (Figure 4.8) yields an energy separation of 150 K (105 cm-1) between the 

diamagnetic ground spin state and the first paramagnetic excited state.  The analysis used 

the usual approximation that the EPR intensity is proportional to its spin susceptibility for 

a two level system [87].  In Figure 4.8, the circles are the experimental intensity data 

while the solid line is the theoretical fit to the Arrhenius equation ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ∆−

=
kT

E
II expo , 

with ∆E = 150 K ≈ 105 cm-1. 
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4.5.  Conclusions 

 

The double-sandwich polyoxometalate [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11- (Fe6) 

synthesized by Kortz et al. [6] consists of two lacunary A-α-[GeW9O34]
10- Keggin 

moieties linked via a trigonal-prismatic Fe6(OH)9 fragment.  Fe6 is the first example of an 

iron-containing tungstogermanate Keggin dimer.   

Our magnetic and EPR studies of Fe6 indicate the presence of a diamagnetic 

ground state (ST = 0).  Variable temperature EPR investigations suggest a ST = 5 excited 

state with a zero-field splitting parameter (|D|) of 20 mT.  Furthermore, an energy 

separation of about 105 cm-1 between the diamagnetic ground state and the first 

paramagnetic excited state was calculated from the analysis of the temperature 

dependence of the EPR peak intensities using Arrhenius relation. 
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Figure 4.6. The temperature dependence of the W-band (ν = 92.338 GHz) EPR of 
Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6). The signal intensity 
decreases as the temperature is lowered indicating a diamagnetic ground state which is 
EPR silent (bottom spectrum). 
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Figure 4.7. The room temperature 240 GHz spectrum of Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6) (solid line) and simulation (dashed line). The simulated 
spectrum was generated with experimentally determined spin-Hamiltonian parameters. 
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Figure 4.8. Arrhenius plot of the temperature dependence of the W-band EPR intensity 
for Cs3.5K2Na5.5[Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]�22.5H2O (Fe6). An energy separation 
between the diamagnetic ground state and the first paramagnetic excited state was 
determined to be 105 cm-1 (150 K). 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

HIGH FREQUENCY EPR EVIDENCE OF LARGE G ANISOTROPY IN HIGH SPIN 

Fe(III) CLUSTERS 

 
 

This Chapter discusses the electron Zeeman interaction, represented by the g-

tensor, of several Fe(III) compounds with high spin (S) ground states, which exhibit large 

anisotropy. This is considered significant because there has been a recent surge in the 

studies of the magnetic properties of several such compounds, because of their interest in 

the area of single molecule magnets (SMM).  Herein we present high frequency EPR 

investigations have been undertaken to gain insight into the spin environment of a novel 

pentanuclear Fe(III) cluster, [Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5] (Fe5Bta).  The 

elongated, centered ferric tetrahedron contains five FeIII ions with an S = 15/2 ground 

spin state.  High frequency EPR spectroscopy and magnetization measurements have also 

been conducted on a series of novel tetradecametallic FeIII clusters in order to understand 

the spin environment of the very high spin species.  Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6 (Fe14-1), 

Fe14(Me2Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6 (Fe14-2), and Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18(N3)6 (Fe14-3), 

synthesized in the laboratory of Dr. Euan Brechin [7], were all found to have an S = 25 

ground spin state by means of magnetic susceptibility and neutron scattering.  This is 

among the largest spin systems ever reported.  Magnetization studies indicate a very 

small magnitude of the uniaxial anisotropy parameter (|D|).  This has allowed us to 

explore the g factor more rigorously to better determine if any g anisotropy is present.  

Such anisotropy is in fact observed in the low temperature high frequency EPR spectrum.  

In all cases, the D value was nominal (0.0004 – 0.060) and large anisotropies were 

observed (g║ = 1.77 and g┴ = 2.35 for Fe14-1).  These results are in good agreement with 
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magnetization measurements.  The EPR linewidths (∆Hpp) of Fe14-1, Fe14-2, and Fe14-3 

decrease monotonically for measurements at resonance frequencies, ωo, below 100 GHz, 

and then increase again at higher frequencies. 

 

5.1  Introduction 

 

As discussed in Chapter 1, single molecule magnets (SMMs) display the property 

that at low temperatures, an individual molecule acts as a single domain [59].  The 

requirement for this behavior is a large ground state spin (S) and a negative D value 

(magnetic easy axis anisotropy).  A barrier to relaxation of magnetization is present 

which gives SMMs potential as building blocks for novel molecular memory devices and 

quantum computations [54,59].  Iron containing oxo-bridged clusters which have 

antiferromagnetic coupling have shown this type of magnetic hysteresis at low 

temperatures without intermolecular interactions [150].  The synthetic effort to discover 

new SMMs and control the magnetic environment in a "bottom-up" molecular 

engineering approach has led to the isolation and characterization of other Fe(III) 

containing species which have large ground state spins and appreciable zero field 

parameters.  Specific examples are the single molecule magnets based on 

[Fe4(OCH3)6(dpm)6] [62], [Fe8(tacn)6)2(OH)12]Br8�9H2O [8], abbreviated Fe8, 

[NEt4][Fe11O4(O2CPh)10(thme)4(dmhp)2Cl4] [151], and 

[Fe19(metheidi)10(OH)14(O)6(H2O)12]NO3�24H2O [88].  The g-tensor, describing the 

Zeeman interaction, has been assumed to be isotropic and equal to 2.  For these 

compounds, many of them devoid of any molecular symmetry, this assumption is hard to 

understand, but appears to be dictated by the fact that their spin-Hamiltonian has many 

terms (such as axial and rhombic zero field splitting, D and E, hyperfine splittings and 

higher order B4 terms).  In most cases, these terms are of greater magnitude than the 

Zeeman term, g H, at moderate fields (< 3 T) at which most EPR measurements have 

been made. 

The compound, [Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5], abbreviated Fe5Bta, 

recently synthesized by Brechin and coworkers (Figure 5.1) [9], is a member of this class 

of exchange coupled Fe(III) clusters.  A large ground state spin has been achieved while 
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controlling the spin environment to minimize the magnitude of spin-spin or spin-orbit 

anisotropy.  Fe5Bta crystallizes in the triclinic P1 space group as an elongated 

tetrahedron of five Fe(III) ions.  The Fe(III) ions are oriented in such a way that a center 

Fe(III) is antiferromagnetically coupled to two sets of two ferromagnetically coupled 

irons at each apex.  Figure 5.2 shows the spin diagram of Fe5Bta yielding a ground state 

spin of 15/2. 

In order to probe this issue deeper, we utilize compounds, with very large spin S 

(up to 25) and whose D and E values are negligibly small so that the dominant interaction 

will be the Zeeman term, and employ high frequency electron paramagnetic resonance 

(EPR) techniques.  A series of [Fe14] compounds, [Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6], 

[Fe14(Me2Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6], and [Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18(N3)6] synthesized by Brechin 

and coworkers [7], have been studied.  Figure 5.3 shows the structure of Fe14-2, Fe14-2, 

and Fe14-2.  Notably, the [Fe14] compounds have a ground spin state of 25, one of the 

largest spin clusters reported.  Figure 5.4 a skeleton of the Fe3+ lattice which helps 

explain how the S = 25 ground state arises.  It is rationalized by investigation of the 

relative bond angles for each Fe3+ ion.  The apical Fe3+ ion, located inside and above or 

below the ring of twelve Fe3+ ions, have larger bond angles suggesting stronger 

antiferromagnetic coupling strength.  These two ions are therefore aligned antiparallel to 

the other twelve at low temperature yielding a total ground state spin of 25. 

Fe8Br8 is the most studied iron-containing SMM [63-82].  Barra et al. [72] reported on 

the detailed high frequency EPR results of powdered Fe8Br8 (Figure 5.5).  In their 

experiments, high field EPR spectra were produced and the spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

were determined.  In order to achieve satisfactory agreement to experiment and reduce 

correlation, the electronic Zeeman term, g H, was assumed to be isotropic and equal to 

the free electron g value (ge).  Other terms in the spin-Hamiltonian (D, E, and higher 

order parameters) had been determined by inelastic neutron scattering (INS) 

measurements [69].  Employing gx = gy = gz = 2.00, Barra et al. obtained good agreement 

with experiment; however, there was some discrepancy with INS parameters reported 

earlier [69].  Maccagnano et al. [71] later investigated the variable frequency EPR results 

of single crystals of Fe8Br8 in detail.  Their detailed analysis led to determination of a gz 

value (where z is along the molecular easy axis) which differed significantly from 2.00.   
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Figure 5.1. The structure of [Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5] is shown in ball 
and stick presentation.  The five Fe(III) ions are arranged in a centered tetrahedron.  The 
atoms color coding is as follows: Fe(black), N(blue), O(red), Cl(green). 
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Figure 5.2. The spin diagram of the elongated, centered tetrahedron Fe5Bta.  The central 
FeIII ion is antiferromagnetically coupled to the outer four centers yielding an S = 15/2 
ground state spin. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.3.  (a) Structure of [Fe14Bta6O6(OMe)18Cl6] [7].  Fe14-2 replaces BtaH (gray 
sticks) with dimethylated BtaH (not shown).  (b) Structure of [Fe14Bta6O6(OMe)18(N3)6], 
in which two Fe3+ ions (center of wheel) are antiparallel to the other twelve ferric ions 
yielding an S = 25 ground state spin. 
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Figure 5.4.  The spin diagram of Fe14-1, Fe14-2, and Fe14-3 is shown.  The apical 
Fe3+ions are more strongly antiferromagnetically coupling than the other twelve ions and 
are aligned antiparallel to them.  The ground state spin is therefore S = 25. 
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Figure 5.5.  The 190 GHz EPR spectrum of Fe8Br8 is reproduced from Barra et al. [72]  
The authors assumed an isotropic g value equal to 2.00 when the spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters were determined. 
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This result apparently originates in the biaxial anisotropy term which gives rise to 

off-diagonal elements.  Taking this into account, Maccagnano et al. achieve a gz value of 

2.035 ± 0.014 which is significantly larger than that obtained by Barra et al.  The authors 

explain discrepancies in the spin-Hamiltonian parameters determined through the EPR 

study of Barra et al. and INS parameters of Caciuffo et al. in this manner.   

Further, Goodwin et al. [88] report the EPR results of the SMM 

[Fe19(metheidi)10(OH)14(O)6(H2O)12]NO3�24H2O at 285 GHz (Figure 5.6).  A broad, 

anisotropic resonance is observed for the S = 33/2 species which looks similar to an S = 

1/2 powder spectrum with nearly axial symmetry.  The authors interpret the spectrum as 

resulting from the crystal field splitting of a large ground state spin in the presence of a 

large magnetic field.  They restrict the g value to 2.00 in order to better ascertain other 

spin-Hamiltonian parameters.  However, the experimental spectrum could also be 

reproduced by introducing considerable anisotropy in the Zeeman term with a small D 

value.  The EPR experiment was only conducted at one applied frequency.  Zeeman 

anisotropy can be isolated from other spin-Hamiltonian terms through a variable 

frequency approach. 

 

5.2  Sample Preparation 

 

Powder samples of Fe5Bta were synthesized according to Tabernor et al. [9] and 

provided by the Dr. Euan Brechin.  Anhydrous FeCl3 (1 equivalent) was added to 1H-

benzotriazole-1-methanol (2 equivalent) and NaOMe (1 equivalent) in MeOH at 100 oC 

for 2 h.  Filtration and slow evaporation yields Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5 

after 2 weeks. 

All three tetradecametallic Fe(III) clusters were provided by Dr. Brechin 

according to the published synthetic procedures [7,152].  Solvothermal synthetic 

techniques [152]―chemistry in superheated solvents― were employed to obtain the 

desired product.  A superheated solution of [Fe3O(O2CMe)6(H2O)3]Cl in MeOH at 100oC 

was refluxed for 12 hours in the presence of the potential bridging ligand benzotriazole 

(BtaH) followed by slow cooling. 
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Figure 5.6.  The 285 GHz EPR spectra of 
[Fe19(metheidi)10(OH)14(O)6(H2O)12]NO3�24H2O is reproduced from reference 88.  The 
black trace is the experiment spectra while the simulated spectra are in red.   The authors 
interpret the spectra as originating from an isotropic g value of 2.00 with a zero field 
splitting (D) of -0.035 cm-1 and E = 0.005 cm-1. 
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A red crystalline product, [Fe14(bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-1), was isolated. The 

equivalent reaction under reflux at atmospheric pressure gives only solutions from which 

no clean product can be isolated. Fe14-1 has crystallographic Ci symmetry although there 

is pseudo 3-fold symmetry.  Fe14-2 and Fe14-3 were obtained under analogous reaction 

conditions where dimethylated benzotriazole (Fe14-2) or azide (Fe14-3) replaced BtaH 

and chlorine, respectively.  Only frozen glass samples of Fe14-3 were examined as 

enough high purity polycrystalline powder was not provided. 

 

5.3  Results and Discussion  

 

5.3.1  Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5 (Fe5Bta) 

 

Variable frequency EPR has the principle advantage of distinguishing transitions 

originating from different perturbations in the Hamiltonian.  Zeeman transitions have 

linear magnetic field dependence such that by investigating and comparing spectra over 

an appreciable frequency range, one can gain resolution of g anisotropy which at 9 GHz 

(X-band) would not be resolved.  The best example which demonstrates the benefits of 

HFEPR has been given by Cage et al. for K3CrO8 [14].  It is also possible to determine 

which spectral features correspond to hyperfine or fine structure (electron-nuclear and 

electron-electron interactions, respectively).  Even at 3.4 T, no resolution is observed.  

Figure 5.7 shows the 4 K EPR spectrum of polycrystalline powder of Fe5Bta.  At the 

higher frequency, the spectrum resolves into a powder-like peak expected from an axially 

symmetric g-tensor, showing that the zero field splitting is much smaller than the Zeeman 

splitting.  The zero-field splitting has a nominal magnitude such that no transitions are 

observed.  This allows for accurate determination of the principal g components for 

Fe5Bta.  The less intense, low-field feature is the Zeeman transition corresponds to the 

molecular z-direction.  Simulation of the EPR spectrum (red trace in Figures 5.7) using 

the experimentally observed spin Hamiltonian parameters provides a satisfactory 

agreement.  The zero field splitting parameter is 0.009 cm-1 and the Zeeman components 

are g┴ = 1.93, g|| = 2.20.  This provides an isotropic g value of 2.03 slightly higher than 

that determined from magnetization measurements [19].  A forbidden ∆Ms = ± 2 
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Figure 5.7.  The 240 GHz powder EPR spectrum of Fe5Bta is shown at 4 K (solid line) 
with the simulated spectrum (dashed line).  g┴ = 1.93, g|| = 2.20; D = 0.009 cm-1. 
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transition arising from the fine structure was observed in the Q-band spectrum.  This 

transition was used to more accurately determine the zero field splitting magnitude since 

no fine structure was directly observed.  The zero field parameter is estimated to be 0.009 

cm-1.  Figure 5.8 shows the temperature dependence. At higher temperatures, the spectra 

are averaged due to some exchange process that leads to spectral averaging. Only an 

isotropic peak is observed above 150 K. 

 

5.3.2  [Fe14X6O6(OMe)18Y6] (Y = Cl, X = Bta, Me2Bta; Y = N3, X = Bta; Bta =

 benzotriazole, C6H5N3) (Fe14-1,2,3) 

 

Fe14-1, Fe14-2, and Fe14-3  have all been determined to have small second order 

anisotropy and a large ground state spin value of S = 25 by magnetic susceptibility and 

neutron scattering experiments reported by Low et al. [7] (Figure 5.9).  Figures 5.10, 

5.11, and 5.12 show variable frequency EPR spectra of [Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-

1) at 4 K using the high field spectrometer which has been described earlier.11,12  At W-

band frequencies (Figure 5.10), the spectrum can be considered to be quasi-isotropic 

which implies only one g value (~ 1.99).  One would assume the g value for the 6S Fe(III) 

ion is close to the free electron value.  Further, the single broad transition observed 

indicates that the fine structure must be smaller than the experimental linewidth for the 

large spin system [87].    However, at higher frequencies, Zeeman anisotropy is resolved 

and axial symmetry is observed.  Simulation of the 278 GHz, 4 K EPR spectrum (red 

trace in Figure 5.12) was generated by inserting the observed experimental spin-

Hamiltonian parameters and a spin value of 25 into the Bruker XSophe EPR simulation 

program.  The same set of spin-Hamiltonian parameters were used to generate the 

simulated spectrum at all frequencies.  The zero field splitting parameter was determined 

to be very small (|D| = 0.060 cm-1) such that the g value could be determined accurately.  

This is in agreement with previously reported magnetization results (D = 0.008 cm-1) [7].  

A large g anisotropy was required to obtain a satisfactory fit with the axial g factors being 

g║ = 1.770 and g┴ = 2.350.  The measured isotropic value giso = (g║ + g┴)/3 = 1.963 is in 

satisfactory agreement with the 1.98 value determined with magnetization measurements.   
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Figure 5.8.  The temperature dependence of the 240 GHz spectrum.
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Figure 5.9.  The magnetization of [Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-1)  is shown as a 
function of external magnetic field strength at 3 (○), 4 (●), and 6 (∆) K.  The solid lines 
represent theoretical fits with S = 25, g = 1.98, and D = 0.08 cm-1 (reproduced from [7]). 
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Figure 5.10. The experimental (black) and simulated (red) 4 K EPR spectrum of 
[Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-1) at  95 GHz is shown.  The simulated spectrum was 
generated from experimentally observed spin-Hamiltonian parameters. g┴ = 2.350, g|| = 
1.770, D = 0.060 cm-1. 
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Figure 5.11. The experimental (black) and simulated (red) 4 K EPR spectrum of 
[Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-1) at  188 GHz is shown.  The simulated spectrum was 
generated from experimentally observed spin-Hamiltonian parameters. g┴ = 2.350, g|| = 
1.770, D = 0.060 cm-1. 
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Figure 5.12. The experimental (black) and simulated (red) 4 K EPR spectrum of 
[Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] (Fe14-1)at  287 GHz is shown.  The simulated spectrum was 
generated from experimentally observed spin-Hamiltonian parameters. g┴ = 2.350, g|| = 
1.770, D = 0.060 cm-1. 
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 Fe14-2, which incorporates dimethylated benzotriazole as the bridging ligand, also 

has a spin of 25 and nominal D and E values.  Figure 5.13 presents a comparison of the   

4 K high frequency EPR results at 95, 188, and 278 GHz plotted to show Zeeman 

anisotropy.  As was true for Fe14-1, considerable anisotropy is observed as the frequency 

is increased for Fe14-2.  The multi frequency approach has given us the ability to isolate 

the Zeeman term of the spin-Hamiltonian from other terms which do not vary as a 

function of the external magnetic field.  Figure 5.14 shows the simulated 4 K EPR 

spectrum of Fe14-2 at 278 GHz where g┴ = 2.045, g|| = 1.97, D = 0.009 cm-1.  The spin-

Hamiltonian parameters for Fe14-1, Fe14-2, and Fe14-3 are presented in table 5.1. 

  

 

Table 5.1.  Magnetic parameters for Fe(III)-containing high spin clusters. 

 

Compound Spin giso g|| g┴ D (cm
-1

) 

Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6 25 1.963 1.770 2.350 0.060 

[Fe14(Me2Bta)6O6(OMe)18Cl6] 25 2.020 1.970 2.045 0.009 

[Fe14(Bta)6O6(OMe)18(N3)6] 25 2.076 1.930 2.150 0.0004 

[Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5] 15/2 2.020 2.200 1.930 0.009 

 

 

A third compound in this tetradecametallic series is Fe14-3, which also has an S = 

25 ground spin state.  The six chlorine atoms have been replaced by azide (Figure 5.3b).  

Frozen glass EPR experiments were carried out on Fe14-3 (because no powder was 

obtained).  The W-band EPR spectrum of Fe14-3 is shown in Figure 5.15 with the 

simulated spectrum (red trace).  Even at 95 GHz, considerable axial anisotropy is 

observed.  This is perhaps due to the use of frozen glass samples in which enhancement 

of the orientation is observed.  This fact could not be confirmed since no pure 

polycrystalline powder sample was available.  The spin-Hamiltonian parameters of Fe14-

3 are g┴ = 2.15, g|| = 1.93, D = 0.0004 cm-1. 
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Figure 5.13.  The 4K powder EPR spectra of Fe14-2 are shown at 95 (red), 188 (green), 
and 278 GHz (blue) as a function of scanwidth.  As the frequency is increased, axial 
Zeeman anisotropy is observed.   
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Figure 5.14.  The 278 GHz EPR spectrum of Fe14-2 (black) is shown at 4 K with the 
simulated spectrum (red) which was generated from experimentally observed spin-
Hamiltonian parameters. g┴ = 2.045, g|| = 1.97, D = 0.009 cm-1. 
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Figure 5.15.  The 4 K EPR spectrum (black) of a frozen glass sample of Fe14-3 is shown 
at W-band frequency (95 GHz).  The simulated spectrum (red trace) was generated with 
g┴ = 2.15, g|| = 1.93, D = 0.0004 cm-1. 
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5.3.3.  Analysis of the Linewidth of Fe14-1 

 

To probe the spin-spin exchange interactions within Fe14-1, a modified Anderson-

Weiss model of the frequency dependence of the EPR linewidth (∆Hpp) has been 

employed.  Anderson and Weiss [153] predicted that the exchange process leads to 

narrowing of the EPR line similar to motional averaging of anisotropic interactions such 

as dipolar interactions as shown in Eq. (5.1). 
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Simply said, the model dictates when a spin exchange process, expressed as an exchange 

field (Hex), or an exchange frequency ωe = Hex, where  is the electronic gyromagnetic 

ratio, is of the same magnitude as the applied frequency (ωo), the peak-to-peak EPR 

linewidth of the derivative EP spectrum can be described by Hp/Hex.  Here, Hp is the 

dipolar field related to the dipolar interactions with the lattice.  It is important to note that 

the Anderson-Weiss model predicts that the linewidth will be relatively independent of 

frequency when ωo >> ωe.  As shown in Figure D, above 100 GHz, the peak-to-peak 

linewidth increases with respect to frequency.  This type of deviation at high frequencies 

has also been observed for the EPR standard DPPH [123] and for the 3-D 

antiferromagnet K3CrO8 [154] on the same instrumentation at the National High 

Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee, FL.  The high frequency broadening has been 

partially attributed to instrumental artifacts.  Cage et al. [154] describe in detail the other 

types of interactions which can be attributed to the overall broadened EPR linewidth.  Of 

relevance here are broadening due to g strain, g anisotropy, and residual probe linewidths.  

These have been added to the Anderson-Weiss model giving an overall equation 

describing the spin-spin exchange interactions as 
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where P1 and P2 are empirical parameters representing broadening due to g strain and g 

anisotropy respectively.  The residual probe linewidth is indicated by the constant “C” in 
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Eq. (5.2) and is less than 5 Gauss [154].  Figure 5.16 depicts the best fit theoretical curve 

of Eq. (5.2) to the experimental frequency dependence of the line width at 4 K for Fe14-1.  

An exchange frequency of 55 GHz was determined as well as a dipolar field (Hp) of 12 

G.  This magnitude of the dipolar field is in reasonable agreement with the two most 

studied single molecule magnets Mn12-acetate, and Fe8Br8 which have dipolar fields of 

14.3 and 9.3 G, respectively [75].   

 

5.4.  Conclusions 

 

The main result of this study is that the usual approximation of g = 2.00 for the 

Fe3+-containing large spin complexes must be reexamined.  Fe14-1, Fe14-2, Fe14-3, and 

Fe5Bta combine a high spin ground state with small zero field anisotropy which makes 

them ideal systems for investigation of the Zeeman anisotropy within a FeIII cluster.  The 

four Fe3+ compounds investigated here yield significantly anisotropic g-values.  Thus this 

study supports the g-value data of Hill, Dalal, and coworkers [72], for Fe8Br8, in contrast 

to the assumption of g = 2.00 made by Barra et al. [71] 
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Figure 5.16.  The EPR linewidth (∆Hpp) of Fe14-1 at 4 K is shown with the theoretical fit 
according to the modified Anderson-Weiss model (Eq. (5.2)).  An exchange frequency of 
55 GHz and dipolar field of 12 G were determined. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

MAIN RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

 The focus of this dissertation has been the examination of novel magnetic 

polyoxometalates and large Fe(III)-containing inorganic clusters by magnetometry and 

variable frequency electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy techniques.  In the area 

of molecular magnetism, and single molecule magnetism in particular, we have sought to 

understand the spin frustration present in a Cu2+ triangle as well as understand changes in 

the exchange coupling and overall magnetism by adding a subsequent unpaired electron 

into the magnetic framework.  We have also undertaken the task of understanding the 

origin of anisotropy in large exchange coupled Fe(III) clusters for the purpose of solving 

a controversy over the assumption that the Zeeman term in Fe8Br8 is isotropic and equal 

to 2.00.  This was accomplished by using variable frequency and field EPR 

measurements on several new Fe3+-containing high-spin complexes. 

 

6.1  Investigation of the Effect of the Diamagnetic Hetero Atom on the Magnetism of 

[Cu3(H2O)3(α-XW9O33)2]
n– (n = 12, X = As, Sb; n = 10, X = Se, Te) 

  

Transition metal substituted polyoxometalates have been studied since the early 

twentieth century, however, a systematic study of the effect the hetero atom, which has a 

lone pair of electrons projecting into the magnetic plane, has on the overall magnetism 

has never been implicitly conducted.  Chapter 2 presents the first systematic investigation 

on the isostructural series of Cu3As, Cu3Sb, Cu3Se and Cu3Te which have all been 

found to be spin-frustrated systems.  The ferromagnetic excited state lies only 6 K above 

the doublet ground spin state.  Correlations have been made between the spin exchange 
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coupling constant (J) and the average Cu-Cu distance within the triangle which clearly 

show size (Cu-Cu distance) and charge dependence which are induced by variation of the 

hetero atom.  As the larger hetero atoms are incorporated into the molecular framework, 

electron-electron repulsion from the two lone pairs on the hetero atoms cause the central 

belt of the sandwich type polyanion to expand thus increasing the Cu-Cu distance and 

therefore reducing the spin exchange coupling.  Further, when the group VI hetero atom 

replaces the group V hetero atoms, there is a net reduction in molecular charge of two 

units.  In this case, the increased Cu…Cu separation results from an increase in negative 

charge.  Similar trends are observed when other magnetic parameters are correlated.   

Therefore, the magnetic parameters (J, g, and D) all can fine tuned by replacing the 

hetero atom, which is only indirectly involved in the magnetism [53].   

 

6.2  Magnetism of a Tetra-substituted Sandwich-type Polyanion 

 

In an effort to build on the knowledge gained concerning the magnetism of the  

tricopper polyanion discussed above and in Chapter 2, we have investigated the 

tetrasubstituted sandwich-type polyoxotungstate [Cu4K2(H2O)8(α-AsW9O33)2]
8- (K7Cu4), 

synthesized by Kortz et al. [5].  A fourth Cu2+ ion is incorporated into the magnetic plane 

replacing an alkali metal position.  This occurs when the K cations replace Na in the 

synthesis.  Addition of another unpaired electron into the spin system increases the 

magnetic complexity dramatically.  A rhombohedra is formed with three Cu2+ ions 

forming an equilateral triangle bridged by oxygen atoms while the fourth copper forming 

a second triangle with a six bond coupling through the polyhedral caps.  Three exchange 

coupling constants are needed to describe the magnetism and both ferro- and 

antiferromagnetic couplings are observed.  As in the tricopper case, K7Cu4 has dominant 

antiferromagnetic coupling though, again, the magnitude of the couplings are on the order 

of a few Kelvin.  An S = 2 excited state superimposed with an S = 1 ground state is 

observed in the EPR spectrum in agreement with magnetic susceptibility results.  We 

note that the S = 0 state which is degenerate with the triplet ground state is not observed 

in the EPR spectra as it is a diamagnetic state and therefore EPR silent. 
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6.3  Magnetism of the Iron(III)-Substituted Keggin Dimer, [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-

GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11-

 

Chapter 4 presents the magnetism and EPR spectroscopic results for the Keggin 

Dimer, [Fe6(OH)3(A-α-GeW9O34(OH)3)2]
11-, which has two Fe(III) triangles bridged by 

hydroxo groups.  The six Fe3+ ions can be coupled in one of two manners; either (a) as 

two equilateral triangles—with a single exchange coupling constant (J)—which are 

coupled through the three hydroxo bridges by a second coupling constant (J’), or (b) as 

three Fe-OH-Fe dimers coupled through a single J with a second coupling constant (J’) 

coupling the three dimers.  Based on Fe…Fe distances obtained through X-ray 

crystallography [6], the latter coupling scheme should govern the exchange, however, 

rigorous theoretical interpretation of the magnetic exchange has not been completed.  

Magnetic susceptibility does suggest strong antiferromagnetic coupling and a spin singlet 

(S = 0) ground state.  High frequency EPR measurements support this result as no EPR 

resonance is observe when the temperature is lowered below 50 K.   

 

6.4  Evidence for Appreciable Zeeman Anisotropy in Large Fe(III) Clusters 

 

 Recently, a controversy has arisen concerning the assumption that the g tensor of 

large Fe(III)-containing clusters, such as Fe8Br8 [8,63-82], is isotropic and equal to 2.00.  

Maccagnano et al. [71] obtain a gz value of 2.035 ± 0.014 for Fe8Br8 while Barra et al. 

[72] find that g = 2.00 in satisfactory agreement with their own experiments.  Other spin-

Hamiltonian parameters obtained when the isotropic g value is employed vary somewhat 

from parameters reported in inelastic neutron scattering experiments of Caciuffo et al. 

[69]  Chapter 5 discusses the variable frequency EPR experiments on a series of Fe(III)-

containing compounds.  The novel centered ferric tetrahedron 

[Fe5O2(OMe)2(Bta)4(BtaH)(MeOH)5Cl5] (Fe5Bta) has antiferromagnetic coupling 

yielding a ferrimagnet with an S = 15/2 spin.  Our goal was to investigate the source of 

anisotropy.  By employing a variable frequency approach, we were able to observe 

considerable anisotropy within Fe5Bta.  Further, analysis of the temperature dependence 

of the EPR spectrum indicate the presence of some spin exchange process as the 
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spectrum is averaged into a narrow, isotropic resonance at higher temperature. We also 

examined three tetradecametallic Fe3+ clusters which have a spin (S) of 25 and nominal 

second order anisotropy.  Again, this has allowed us to investigate, precisely, the origin 

of anisotropy in large Fe(III) clusters.  We find considerable Zeeman anisotropy to be 

present which is confirmed by the variable frequency approach.  These results for both 

the intermediate spin system Fe5Bta and the larger Fe14 spin systems suggest that the 

assumption that the g tensor for large Fe(III) clusters may not be entirely appropriate and 

that Zeeman anisotropy should be explored when acquiring spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

in similar species.  
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